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Abstract
The aim of the research was to design process variants by analyzing process log data combined with
user characteristics. The process considered was an online (loan application) self-service system of
Rabobank Nederland, a major Dutch bank. Using a data-driven approach several factors were identified
that affected customer satisfaction. The redesign increases customer satisfaction by addressing these
factors, and was modeled by the Orthogonal Variability Model, linking variability to BPMN workflow.
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Executive Summary
Motivation
This master thesis project was conducted at Rabobank in the Netherlands, and specifically within the
program ZRF (‘Zakelijk Retail Financieren’) which is responsible for offering financial products and
advice to retail business customers. Retail customers can apply for a loan through ‘VBF Online’, an
online self-service system that requires the customer to provide the necessary information for the
account manager of the customer’s local bank to prepare for an advisory meeting. During that meeting,
the customer gets feedback on his financial request and gets clarity whether the loan will or will not be
provided.
The as-is loan application module VBF Online has received dissatisfactory customer satisfaction grades:
the target was 7,5 (out of 10) or higher, while the actual average customer satisfaction fluctuated around
6,7. Rabobank was interested in what factors affected customer satisfaction, and, as it assumed the
process was not personalized enough which caused dissatisfaction with individual groups of
customers, which customers were satisfied and which customers were dissatisfied. Once their profiles
were derived, Rabobank was interested in how to personalize the process to each group of customers.
Therefore, the research had the following goals:
1.

Understanding what factors affect customer satisfaction, i.e. searching for the ‘what’ in the
question ‘what makes someone (dis)satisfied?’

2.

Knowing which customer groups there are, i.e. searching for the ‘who’ in the question ‘who are
(dis)satisfied?’

3.

Increasing customer satisfaction. As it was assumed that there existed several types of
customers with different preferences (very likely and shown in the project, as indicated by the
second research goal), the redesign differentiates between customer types and sub processes
per customer type. The redesign is a description and model of the to-be personalized process.

Analysis
For the analysis of this project – to come to an answer to the first two research goals above – data were
collected. First, interviews with Rabobank employees of both business and IT departments were held to
develop business understanding. Second, three sources of data were combined: (1) customer feedback
(grade and textual addition), (2) customer- and company characteristics (from the main CRM system),
and (3) process log data (e.g., customer X in case Y opens screen S1 at time T1 and goes to screen S2 at
time T2). Third, to evaluate the project’s results and recommendations, an interview with a process
expert (IT business analyst) and three presentations (for decision makers of business and IT) were done.
The analysis presents multiple factors that affect customer satisfaction. First, several customer- and
company characteristics are significantly correlated with satisfaction. The age of the customer and the
age of the relationship with the bank both negatively affect customer satisfaction. Especially for
customer age a clear split was found: customers under 30 years old are significantly more satisfied than
older customers. Private segments, social status and house situation affect customer satisfaction
significantly, but no explanation was found for their respective effects on satisfaction. No
recommendations are done based on these three variables. The customer’s industry (sector) and legal
entity are also significantly correlated with satisfaction. Though these relationships are all statistically
significant, each variable only describes a little bit of total variation. Using data mining algorithms in
iv

the tool RapidMiner, it was tried to develop a more precise profile of (dis)satisfied customers, but that
was not found. The conclusion is therefore that the used variables – customer- and company
characteristics – did not predict customer satisfaction very well.
The second line of analysis addressed the process itself: which parts of the process make the customer
(dis)satisfied? A clearer answer was found: customers took much more time than expected to finish the
online request – with only half of the customers finishing the request within 24 hours – and struggled
with the year figures and prognosis screens. This struggle was apparent through spending more time
on those screens, coming back to those screens (going back and forth between these pages), and leaving
the module on those screens. Thirdly, the local bank has a significant effect on customer satisfaction.
Bank branches cause dissatisfaction when they ‘ditch’ customers online or give wrong estimations on
how much time is needed for the online request, but lead to great satisfaction when they offer great
help.

Design
The analysis phase led to several ‘implications for redesign’: problems that needed to be addressed to
increase customer satisfaction of the online self-service system. They were derived using the Business
Process Redesign heuristics (Reijers & Liman Mansar, 2005) that are established methods to redesign
processes by using the as-is process as starting point. Variability was explicitly introduced to deal with
the preferences of individual groups of customers. Four measures were proposed that introduce
variability. Six additional measures were proposed to improve individual parts of the process. The
recommendations are modeled in the Orthogonal Variability Model (OVM; Pohl, Böckle, & Van der
Linden, 2005). This model uses a separate variability model, in this case linked to a BPMN workflow
model, to explicitly model the variability that is introduced in the to-be situation. Figure 1 shows this
OVM, by linking the variability model to the proposed workflow. On the right, the variability model
shows the variables (variation points) that are used to differentiate process variants. On the left, the
redesigned process is shown, and the colored arrows indicate how variation points affect the process
model.

Conclusion
The customer satisfaction of the as-is online self-service system has been dissatisfactory for ‘older’
customers (≥30 years old) for relatively small loans (median €28.000), mainly because of long
throughput times, caused by a difficult prognosis screen. The recommendations introduce variability:
there are personalized processes to cater the needs of specific types of customers. The used approach
can be used to analyze other processes/self-service systems of Rabobank as it shows how analysis of
process log data and user characteristics can lead to a redesign that aims at improving customer
satisfaction.
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Figure 1: Orthogonal Variability Model linking variability model to BPMN model (colors only for clarity)
Legend: VP = Variation Point; V = Variant; - - affects - - > = variation point decides, based on the chosen variant, which process variant is chosen
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Report structure
The report is organized as follows.
Chapter 1 introduces the project by describing the motivation for the project and presenting the company
at which the project was done, Rabobank Netherlands. The chapter follows with the problem statement,
research goals and research questions.
Chapter 2 serves as a preliminary: it presents the theoretical background that is the basis of the line of
reasoning followed in this report. It introduces process variability and variant discovery, and will
conclude on the contribution to the scientific literature.
Chapter 3 describes the used methodology of the project. It explains how Van Aken’s problem solving
cycle was combined with the CRISP-DM framework, and how the redesign phase was carried out.
Chapter 4 presents the results of the analysis phase, and is structured according the CRISP-DM
framework. It concludes with the most important analysis results: the implications for redesign.
Chapter 5 uses those implications for redesign as input for the redesign process. Based on the BPR
heuristics of Reijers and Liman Mansar (2005), redesign measures were proposed. The final redesign is
modeled with the Orthogonal Variability Model in which a separate variability model is linked to
BPMN workflow.
Chapter 6 discusses how the evaluation of the redesign was done and what its major results were.
Chapter 7 presents an overview of related work in the fields of online banking and self-service systems.
It discusses how the current work contributes to those fields.
Chapter 8 concludes the report by answering the main research question and discusses the report’s
contribution to the literature, limitations, and directions for future research.
Chapter 9 and Chapter 10 are the bibliography and appendix respectively.
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Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The problem here is the discovery of process variants using process log data of an online self-service
system. This chapter motivates that problem, starting by describing general developments in the
banking industry. Information Technology (IT) adoption in the financial sector dramatically changed
the sector in the previous years. First, these technological developments led to new opportunities to
increase service levels, by offering service 24/7 to everywhere with an internet connection, and
simultaneously decreasing costs, by automating processes and thus saving on personnel costs. On the
other hand, IT advances raised the expectations of customers: they expected a bank to operate 24/7
through new channels as online and mobile, accompanied by very short throughput times. This resulted
in internet banking: online financial self-service. A second development in the financial sector was the
decrease of trust and loyalty in banks. Figure 2 shows customer loyalty levels (represented by the Net
Promoter Score; NPS) for the three major Dutch banks. As an NPS lower than 35 is interpreted as a weak
relationship, all three banks had low customer loyalty in the last quarter of 2015. These developments –
high customer expectations and lowered customer loyalty – increased competition significantly.
Customer satisfaction is known to have a positive effect on customer loyalty (Gonçalves & Sampaio,
2012). Increasing customer satisfaction may increase customer loyalty, which may increase the business’
competitive position. A better understanding of the customer satisfaction in online financial self-service
systems may therefore be a valuable starting point in countering the developments discussed above.
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Figure 2: Decrease of customer loyalty - Horizontal axis shows quarter (year/quarter), vertical axis shows
NPS+HID (excl. F&A) (Source: Customer loyalty research TNS NIPO)

1.2 Company profile: introducing Rabobank
The discussion in Section 1.1 holds for Rabobank Netherlands (Rabobank in the following), the company
at which this research was performed. Rabobank is introduced in Section 1.2.1, while Section 1.2.2
presents some additional information on the Rabobank, namely its online self-service system that is
analyzed in this research, which is needed for the problem statement presented in Section 1.3.
1.2.1

General

Rabobank is a prominent customer-centered cooperative bank in the Netherlands and a leading food
and agricultural bank in the world. The bank is active in 40 countries, has 8,6 million customers, over
1

400 foreign offices and over 50.000 employees. With 1,9 million members in the Netherlands, it is one of
the largest cooperations in the country. Rabobank consists of 105 ‘local banks’ that provide financial
services to 7,4 million customers. Market shares in the Netherlands are 20% for mortgages, 35% for
savings, 42% for trade, industry and services, and 84% for Food & Agri. The bank’s main competitors
are ING and ABN Amro, the other two of the major three banks of the Netherlands.
1.2.2

Online transition and the introduction of VBF Online

Rabobank made a transition from a traditional company to a modern electronic business: IT used to be
a supporting function, but is now at the core of the company. As customers experienced processes as
complex, impersonal and non-transparent, the bank has been changing processes by (fully) automating
(administrative) processes to realize improved customer service, efficiency and compliance. This
included activities that the customer could initiate online, through the website or mobile. Customers
indeed have gone online: as Figure 3 shows, the number of customer contacts with the bank has
increased, while there are almost no physical contact moments anymore at a local bank.
Within Rabobank, the program ZRF (financing of retail business) is committed to providing the right
financial products and services to small and medium size businesses. Its strategy is aimed at automating
several service processes, one of which was the automization of a loan request. Whereas the loan
application process used to take weeks, sometimes months, and several meetings with the customer to
come to a final conclusion on whether the loan was accepted or not, the online loan request (referred to
as VBF Online) and the following advisory meeting made it possible to finish a request in a single week.
The ZRF loan application process is presented in Appendix 10.1.
In VBF Online, the customer provides the necessary
information for the local bank’s account manager to
judge the application. This information includes the
need (how much money was needed for what),
financial statements (year figures, prognosis figures
and tax statement), and a profile of the entrepreneur
and company (education level and insured risks;
needed for risk management). At the end of VBF

Figure 3: Customer contacts with Rabobank (vertical

Online, the customer makes an appointment at the axis; in millions) with total contacts with Rabobank
local bank for the advisory meeting in which the (orange), number of office visits (blue) and use of direct
application is discussed. It is also possible (not channels (grey) (horizontal axis: time)
mandatory) to provide feedback on the module. This feedback includes a satisfaction grade (from 1 to
10) and optionally textual feedback. Figure 4 shows the process flow of VBF Online. Figure 5 presents
the expanded sub processes, which do not show flows as tasks can be executed in any order. Appendix
10.8 shows a couple of screen shots to get familiar with the look and feel of the online module.
Customer behavior in VBF Online is logged. This means that for each case, it is known when who did
what task: for case X, person Y of company Z clicked on screen S at time T1 and left screen Z at time T2.
If person Y provided feedback, there is also feedback available for case X. For each customer Y, the
central CRM (Customer Relationship Management) system has a lot of data available, as age, gender,
residence and rendability. The same system also maintains data on company Z, as legal entity, number
of employees and sector. Appendix 10.3 shows the IT landscape of Rabobank to indicate how the several
systems work together. Appendix 10.4 describes the used data in more detail.
2

Figure 4: VBF Online process flow (flow within ‘Request loan online’ of Figure 23)

Figure 5: Expanded sub processes of 'Describe plan', 'Add information' and 'Finish request'

1.3 Problem statement
This section describes the problem to be solved in this master thesis project. Section 1.2.2 introduced
VBF Online as an online loan application process and that customers can give feedback on the module
at the end. That feedback was the motivation for the project: customer satisfaction was dissatisfactory.
Target average customer satisfaction was a 7,5, while the real average had been fluctuating around 6,7.
Rabobank has asked the researcher at the start of the project to analyze why the customer satisfaction
of VBF Online was not satisfactory. An early step in the project was a series of interviews (see Appendix
10.2 for a list of interviewees) to develop an understanding of the potential problems and causes.
Interviews were started with an introduction by the interviewer on what the project was about (the
original question of the project company). Interviewees were asked about their job (to be able to relate
the interviewee’s perspective and stakes), and what they thought about the project. Interviewees often
named factors that, in their view, led to the dissatisfactory customer satisfaction. The results are shown
in the preliminary cause-and-effect diagram of Figure 6.
Summarizing, the problem (see text box) at the project company was that customer satisfaction of VBF
Online was too low, and that real understanding of why that was the case was lacking. In other words,
the customer satisfaction of the online self-service system was dissatisfactory and the bank wanted to
know which factors determined customer satisfaction. Factors include customer- and company
characteristics, process characteristics and organization characteristics (i.e. local bank effect). Employees
hypothesized that the module was not personalized enough: for some the module was OK, but for
others it was not. The problem was that it was unclear who the (dis)satisfied customer was and how the
bank should deal with them.
Problem statement: Customer
satisfaction of VBF is too low
and it is not understood why.

3

1.4 Research goals
The research goals were directly derived from the problem statement and checked with the company
supervisor to ensure company interest in the project. The research goals were (first two in analysis
phase, last in redesign phase, see Chapter 3):
1.

Understanding what factors affect customer satisfaction, i.e. searching for the ‘what’ in the
question ‘what makes someone (dis)satisfied?’

2.

Knowing which customer groups there are, i.e. searching for the ‘who’ in the question ‘who are
(dis)satisfied?’

3.

Increasing customer satisfaction. As it was assumed that there existed several types of
customers with different preferences (likely, and will be shown in the project, as indicated by
the second research goal), the redesign differentiates between customer types and sub processes
per customer type. The redesign is a description and model of the to-be personalized process.

To achieve these goals, the current literature on online self-service systems and online banking is used.
For example, these fields describe the relation between user attributes and customer satisfaction or
performance in the self-service system, or the relation between user attributes and online banking
adoption. Analyzing these fields helped therefore in solving the problem. As described in Section 1.2.2
and later in the methodology (Chapter 3), process log data are used in the analysis, which is different
from the approach in the two named fields of research (Section 2.1, 7.4 and 10.5). This notion lead to:
4.

Demonstrating what data collection methods are common in the scientific literature and
comparing (advantages and disadvantages) those methods with the method used in this
project.

5.

Comparing the results of the fields of online self-service systems and online banking with the
results of the current research.

Figure 6: Problem mess – Orange ovals are problems from the consumer’s perspective; others are from the
bank’s perspective – The four ovals on the right are effects of a low customer satisfaction
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1.5 Research questions
Based on the literature and the discussions above, the main research question is:
How can the customer satisfaction of Rabobank’s online self-service system VBF Online be improved
using a data-driven methodology?
The developed artefact is a model and description of the to-be personalized process. The following sub
questions are based on the problem solving cycle of Van Aken et al. (2012) (i.e. RQ1 and 2 refer to the
analysis phase, RQ3 to the redesign phase and RQ4 to the evaluation phase).
RQ1
RQ2
RQ3
RQ4

What customer-, process- and organization factors affect the customer satisfaction of VBF
Online?
What customer types can be identified based on their behavior in or satisfaction with VBF
Online?
How can VBF Online be improved? What process variants should be introduced?
What are the results of the validation of the redesign?

1.6 Scope and stakeholders
Table 1 summarizes the scope. The aim of the research was to identify variables that affect customer
satisfaction significantly. Chosen variables are customer- and company characteristics, and
characteristics of the module itself. These module characteristics are only related to the process itself: in
scope was how long a task took and at what task a customer stopped, while the user interface was out
of scope. The scope has been determined through interviews with stakeholders of the project company.
Important stakeholders were, in decreasing order of importance, Business (vision and organizational
implementation of redesign), IT (data analysis, implementation of redesign), Management Information
(interested in customer behavior and characteristics in VBF Online, who wants to be served online and
who not?), Marketing (interested in customer behavior in VBF Online, actionable information on where
and why customers leave VBF Online), and the bank’s local branches.
Table 1: In and out of scope

In scope
Effect of local bank on satisfaction as far as the
data can show.
Customer-, company- and process characteristics
that affect customer satisfaction.
Scope starts at when the customer contacts the
bank (either through phone or internet) and ends
after submitting the online case, with or without
feedback.

Out of scope
No need to contact local banks to analyze their
way of working with VBF Online.
User interface characteristics and improvements.
Customer orientation (the process of deciding
how much money is needed for what and at what
bank(s) the application is done), offline requests,
and all steps after the online request (advisory
meeting and several administrative activities).

1.7 Relevance
This research has both practical as scientific relevance. First, practically, Rabobank was interested in
what factors affect customer satisfaction and how it could improve its online self-service system –
directly related to the research question. As the developments described in Section 1.1 were industrywide, other companies may struggle with the same questions. Additionally, online self-service systems
were not limited to the financial sector. Other sectors could benefit as well by better understanding
customer satisfaction online. The scientific relevance is explained in detail in Section 2.5.
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Preliminary: Theoretical background

This chapter presents the literature in the fields of process customization, process variability, and
process variant discovery. These topics followed from the company problem (Chapter 1). The aim of
this chapter is to explain the line of reasoning in the remainder of the report. For example, the
methodology (Chapter 3) is built on observations in the named literature. Rabobank was interested in
increasing the customer satisfaction of its online self-service system (online banking) and assumed the
lack of personalization was an important causing factor. Section 2.1 shortly describes the fields of online
banking and self-service systems. Section 2.2 discusses some of the process customization literature to
address this issue. Customization automatically means that there are several variants of the same
process, leading to process variability. Section 2.3 discusses how the process variability literature
proposes to model variability. This literature stream implicitly assumes that process variants are known,
but how are they discovered? Section 2.4 will address this issue. Section 2.5 summarizes the contribution
to the scientific literature of this master thesis project.

2.1 Online banking and self-service systems
These fields were analyzed as they help in answering RQ1, as they mention user attributes that affect
customer satisfaction within self-service systems and online banking adoption. Aided by technological
advances and developments and rushed by increased competition, banks have adopted an online
banking strategy (AlSudairi, 2013) that focuses on building customer satisfaction (Al-Somali, Gholami,
& Clegg, 2009) through providing better products and services and, at the same time, reducing
operating costs (Sadiq & Shanmugam, 2003). Research has been devoted to understanding consumers’
channel choice when multiple channels are offered (Lui & Piccoli, 2016; Schultze, 2003; Gremler &
Gwinner, 2000), and specifically online channel adoption (Suh & Han, 2002; Nimako, Gyamfi, &
Wandaogou, 2013; Siebenhandl, Schreder, Smuc, Mayr, & Nagl, 2013; Gurau, 2011). As banks are
developing online self-service systems, it is interesting to see what types of customers are adopting the
online banking channel and who are (dis)satisfied with the channel: research has shown differences
between customers with online and offline preferences (Knox, 2005; Kushwaha & Shankar, 2007;
McGoldrick & Colllins, 2007). Strikingly, almost all research in this field used questionnaires and
interviews for data collection. Appendix 10.5 presents the data collection method and sample groups of
the online banking and self-service system literature used in this project. The current research uses log
file data and data from customer relationship management (CRM) system. Chapter 7 compares the
results of the current research with the existing research in these fields.

2.2 Process customization
Rabobank assumed customers were dissatisfied with the online self-service system as the system was
standardized, and did not take personal preferences of the customer into account. Service
standardization refers to a non-varying sequential process, similar to the mass production of goods, in
which each step is laid out in order and all outcomes are uniform (Shostack, 1987). Service
standardization can be realized through self-service systems (Meuter et al., 2000). The consistency and
predictability can lead to positive consumer evaluation (Ding & Keh, 2016), decreased cost and
routinization, which enables firms to exploit accumulated knowledge (Wears, 2015). A problem is nonneutrality: standardization privileges “one view of the world over another and so one group over
another” (Wears, 2015, p. 92). Different groups have different ideas, so not all groups will be satisfied
with the standard. On the other hand, service customization refers to some level of adaptation or
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tailoring of the process to meet the individual consumer’s needs (Shostack, 1987), or a tailor-made
solution for the customer’s benefit (Lovelock, 1983). Customization may occur through proactive
contributions, such as offering helpful information and suggestions (Keh, Ren, Rao Hill, & Li, 2013), or
by a predetermined ‘envelope of variety’ (Hart, 1995), namely a range within which a service can be
meaningfully customized. Customized services may increase customers’ willingness to pay, loyalty and
the level of retention, and experience (Ding & Keh, 2016). Disadvantages are lower efficiency, lower
productivity and higher costs (Hart, 1995), and increased risk perception (Ding & Keh, 2016).
There is no conclusion if customization is better than standardization (Vargo & Lusch, 2004), though
there is a preference for one of the two when specific conditions apply. For example, “when consumers
had a hedonic goal, they preferred the customized service, and had little concern about the waiting time
and price of the service. In contrast, when consumers had a utilitarian goal, they were more likely to
choose the standardized service, and were more sensitive to the waiting time and price of the service”
(Ding & Keh, 2016, p. 23). When deciding between standardization and customization, the organization
should fully consider service characteristics and their attraction to key customer segments
(standardization is preferred when consumers focus on efficiency and functionality) (Ding & Keh, 2016),
try to lower risk perceptions when delivering customized services (Ding & Keh, 2016), and should not
simultaneously pursuit both standardization and customization (Wang, Wang, Ma, & Qiu, 2010).

2.3 Process variability
Process customization implies that there are different ways of how a process is offered to a customer,
i.e. there are process variants. Variability in business process models is very common. For example,
because

of

different

product

versions,

legislation

differences

between

regions,

or

individualized/customized processes per customer (segment) different variants are developed
(Hallerbach, Bauer, & Reichert, 2010). Companies are interested in managing the efficiency and quality
of their internal business processes (or business process families) and optimizing their interactions with
customers and partners, and have increasingly been interested in adopting business process
management (BPM) tools to achieve these goals (Mutschler, Reichert, & Bumiller, 2008; Mutschler,
Weber, & Reichert, 2008). BPM tools are used to develop business process models. A fundamental
problem of these models is how to cope with business process variability. Hallerbach et al. (2010) argue
that the then existing BPM tools were not providing sophisticated support for modeling and
maintaining a large number of process variants. Researchers have addressed this gap by introducing
frameworks to cope with that variability: for example with the Provop framework (Hallerbach, Bauer,
& Reichert, 2010) and configurable workflow models (Gottschalk, Van der Aalst, Jansen-Vullers, & La
Rosa, 2008). Outside the field of BPM, but in the field of Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE),
variability is very common as well as it deals with mass customization and deriving applications from
the platform. In the Orthogonal Variability Model (OVM) (Pohl, Böckle, & Van der Linden, 2005) a
separate variability model (hence the term orthogonal) is linked to the main phases of domain
engineering in SPLE – requirements engineering, design, realization, and testing. A separate model is
advantageous as it improves information consistency, traceability between artefacts, and clarity of
software models as they are already too complex for dealing with variability. Such an approach was
followed in existing BPM research by combining a feature model and a business process workflow to
model variability (Gröner, Boskovic, Silva Parreiras, & Gasevic, 2013). OVM, instead of e.g. feature
models, is used in this report to model variability in the redesign (as explained in Chapter 3), as it is a
richer language. The reader is referred to the book of Pohl et al. (2005) for the full semantics of OVM.
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2.4 Process variant discovery
In business process variability management, the aim is to model and manage different process variants.
Most of the time, it is (implicitly) assumed that variants are known, either through documentation on
those processes or through interviews with process participants (Torres, et al., 2012; Rolland & Nurcan,
2010; La Rosa et al., 2013; Yi, 2015; Li, 2013). Discovery of process variants from data (i.e. process logs)
is new to the field. In the field of process mining however, process models are recovered from data logs
containing real process execution data (Van der Aalst, 2011). Research shows that process mining may
yield complex, spaghetti-like models, which may be made less complex by splitting the logs into clusters
and to discover one model per cluster. This leads to a collection of process models. Individual models
are process variants of the all-encompassing model (García-Bañuelos, Dumas, La Rosa, De Weerdt, &
Ekanayake, 2014). To the author’s knowledge, there is no research yet that discovers process variants in
business process variability management using process log data instead of by analyzing documentation
or interviewing process participants.

2.5 Conclusion
This last subsection summarizes the contribution to the scientific literature of this master thesis project.
First, as mentioned in Section 2.1, the fields of online banking and self-service systems have not yet
reaped the benefits of a data-driven analysis. The current research shows that valuable (both for
literature as company) insights can be derived from the combination of log files and CRM data. This is
an important contribution as more and more data become available, which leads to insights that simply
cannot be found with data collection methods as surveys and interviews. This is shown in Chapter 7.
As mentioned in Section 2.4, process variability literature assumes variants are known, and though the
process mining literature does derive process models (of process variants), it does not design variants
based on data. The second contribution of this research is therefore showing how process variants can
be designed and modeled based on a data-driven analysis. This is important as it validates the process
variability literature assumption that process variants are known: after the proposed approach for
discovering process variants, indeed, variants are known. It is also important as the approach shows
how actual customization takes place based on customer behavior and characteristics, so that designed
variants can improve customer experience, rather than using process mining methods to see how
customers behave. In other words, the current approach uses as-is process log data to develop process
variants of the to-be situation, while process mining methods use as-is process log data to model as-is
process variants.
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3

Methodology

This chapter describes the methodology of this master thesis project. In preparation of the project, a
literature review and project proposal were made. The current chapter describes the research method
in the analysis and redesign phase of Van Aken’s problem solving cycle.

3.1 Van Aken’s problem solving cycle
The problem solving cycle of Van Aken, Berends, and Van der Bij (2012) is used as the basis for the
methodology of this project (Figure 7). The problem solving cycle of Van Aken et al. is used because it
is suitable and established for master thesis projects in the field of industrial engineering and the author
has experience with this methodology. In the
problem solving cycle, all phases are based on
the problem mess. A project starts with
problem definition. The problem mess and
problem definition phases were finished when
writing the research proposal. Its result, the
problem statement, is presented in Section 1.3.
The next phases are the Analysis and Redesign
phases, which are described in this chapter.
The

last

steps

are

intervention

(implementation) and evaluation, which are
both out of scope of this project. Master thesis
projects typically do not offer enough time for
Figure 7: Problem solving cycle (Van Aken et al., 2012)

implementation of the redesign, which holds
for this project as well.

3.2 Analysis phase
“The purposes of the diagnosis [analysis] are to validate the business problem, to explore and validate
the causes and consequences of the problem and to develop preliminary ideas about alternative
directions to solve the problem” (Van Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2012, p. 99). This is shown in Figure
8 and is explained in the rest of this section.
Validate the
business problem

Explore causes

Validate causes

Develop
preliminary
solutions

Figure 8: Analysis phase (outline)

3.2.1

Validate the business problem

To check the validity of the problem statement, factual information has to be collected (Van Aken et al.,
2012). To validate the business problem, monthly customer satisfaction reports are used as they show
the average customer satisfaction (showing the actual customer satisfaction is beneath its target) and
customer feedback (showing what kind of problems there are). In other words, the used data for
validating the business problem were monthly customer satisfaction reports that were developed by
the management information manager of Rabobank. Data collection was done by requesting the
monthly reports from December 2015 to March 2016 from the manager (choice of data explained in
Appendix 10.4).
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3.2.2

Explore causes

Why is the customer satisfaction too low? The initial answer was found through:
1.

Interviews with stakeholders from both business perspective and IT perspective (interview
design described in Section 1.3, organogram in Appendix 10.13). They were asked about their
experience with, relation to and thoughts on VBF Online. The aim of this was to gather general
information on (the stakeholders of) VBF Online. Additionally, stakeholder interviews were
valuable to help explaining phenomena (they could explain what the data showed). They are
also useful for getting a deeper understanding of the problems that were mentioned.

2.

Analysis of customer feedback. There are 14 months (as of March 2016) with customer feedback
on VBF Online. Two of them have been analyzed by a process expert of the Rabobank. Her
results were used as validation of the analysis that was done in this project. These data have
been analyzed to see what problems there are, how customer satisfaction is affected by those
problems, and to see which problems are mentioned most often.

These data were collected through two ways: interviews (point 1) and through monthly customer
satisfaction reports developed and requested from the management information manager of Rabobank.
The deliverable of this step was a list of problems with their effect (for prioritization) on customer
satisfaction. It included a description of what customers mean with ‘a lack of personalization’. A second
deliverable was a list of hypotheses (“customer satisfaction is expected to be lower/higher for customer
with attribute X”) based on the interviews and customer feedback.
3.2.3

Validate causes

More precise information on who the customers are, and what their wishes and behavior are needed to
be collected. This was the main step of the research. It included analysis of customer behavior and
characteristics within VBF Online. It included data mining: analysis of the log-files and additional data
in Pega (the platform in which VBF Online was developed). The aim was to see what customer segments
there are and what preferences they have regarding the customer service model. A standard in data
mining is the CRISP-DM process model, as it has proven to be useful for planning, communication
within and outside the project team, documentation, and is an excellent foundation for developing a
specialized process model that prescribes each step in more detail (Shearer, 2000; Wirth & Hipp, 2000).
The CRISP-DM framework was used to structure the analysis phase of this project (Figure 9). CRISPDM is a well-documented method, in this project the works of SV-Europe (2016) and Shearer (2000)
were used. The details of each step, i.e. the actual steps taken in each step of the CRISP-DM framework,
are therefore not explained further here. Chapter 4 is structured according to the CRISP-DM framework
and describes carefully what was done in each step of the framework.
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Figure 9: Analysis phase: CRISP-DM within problem solving cycle (CRISP-DM figure retrieved with
Wikipedia)

3.2.4

Develop preliminary solutions

The analysis phase was concluded with a summary of the problems found with their causes. Based on
this summary preliminary solutions were developed. These preliminary solutions were evaluated with
the most important stakeholders (from both the business as IT perspective) through interviews.

3.3 Redesign phase
This section describes what the redesign entails and the process of coming to that redesign. The redesign
that is proposed is a process model (organization improvements) that shows how the to-be process
should look like based on the analysis’ results, and what information is needed to make the decisions
in the module. The redesign process was, as the previous research phases, based on the regulative cycle
of Van Aken et al. (2012) and consisted of the following phases. First, the redesign requirements were
developed. Design requirements were derived from the literature (Van Aken et al. (2012) offered some
examples which were reformulated to the domain of the current project) and posed by two stakeholders
(product owner and architect).
The second step, again following Van Aken et al. (2012), was coming up with ideas that solve the
problem (they named it sketching and synthesizing). To perform this step structuredly, the approach
for developing a business process redesign (BPR) that is a radical improvement of a current design of
Reijers and Liman Mansar (2005) was followed. Their research differentiates between 29 best practices
in BPR and they opt to start with the current process and use the best practices to think of ways to
improve the process (Reijers & Liman Mansar, 2005). In this project, the current process model, the
results of the analysis phase (problem areas with the current process) and the 29 heuristics were
combined: for each problem area, all 29 were evaluated to see if that heuristic could potentially improve
customer satisfaction by deleting or mitigating the dissatisfier found in the analysis phase. The found
heuristics were then combined to one integrated design.
The final part of the redesign phase, again following Van Aken et al. (2012), was evaluation: validation
of the redesign. Implementation as validation was not possible as the team that developed the module
had a full schedule well after the end of the master thesis project. Therefore, no post-test was possible.
Validating the redesign meant gathering knowledge on why the redesign would or would not work. It
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was about the advantages and disadvantages, the possible risks, and possible ideas for improvement.
This meant that a qualitative data collection method was preferred over quantitative ones. Evaluation
of the redesign was done through an interview with an expert stakeholder and through several
presentations to business (twice) and IT. They were asked what they thought the advantages and
disadvantages of the redesign were. Feedback was used to improve the redesign.
In the project no mock-up system (validation by asking users what they think about the redesign as they
interact with a mock-up system) was built. In discussion with Rabobank, it was chosen not to contact
customers for redesign validation (company choice). Development of a mock-up system was therefore
not valuable. Process experts did not need a mock-up as they were familiar with the module and could
easily envision the redesign measures.
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4

Results of the analysis phase

This chapter presents the results of this master thesis project, and answers the first two research
questions: what factors affect customer satisfaction of VBF Online, and what customer types can be
identified based on their behavior in or satisfaction with VBF Online? This chapter describes the analysis
phase of the report (see Figure 9). The analysis phase followed the CRISP-DM framework, this chapter
is therefore also organized following the CRISP-DM framework.

4.1 Business Understanding
The first step of the CRISP-DM framework, business understanding, amongst others, describes the
primary objective from a business perspective – including related questions – and lists the available data
(SV-Europe, 2016). The outcome of this step are these primary objectives: finding the factors that affect
customer satisfaction of the online self-service system, and finding (if any) customer types based on
their behavior or satisfaction (as these are the first two research questions). These primary objectives
have been set as they are the result of the problem definition phase (which has been defined in the
Research Proposal). Data collection for this step were interviews with process stakeholders of IT (what
data is there) and business (what information is needed; see Appendix 10.2 for interviewee roles).
Related objectives are understanding the given customer feedback, understanding customer behavior
in the self-service system, and relating both to customer- or company characteristics.
The business understanding step requires an overview of the (data) resources that can be used (SVEurope, 2016), which are in this project:


Customer satisfaction. Customers are asked for feedback after finishing the online request
which provides a customer satisfaction grade and textual feedback.



Customer online behavior. Pega, the platform on which the VBF module runs, logs which
customer performs which task at which time.



Customer- and company characteristics. Customer information, as age, gender and duration of
customer relationship, and company information, as sector, legal form and number of
employees, are saved in CRM system Siebel.

4.2 Data Understanding and Data Preparation
The second step of the CRISP-DM framework, data understanding, requires to acquire the data listed
in the project resources. Appendix 10.4 presents for each dataset how it was retrieved and describes
what data are in that set. The third step of the CRISP-DM framework is data preparation and is about
selecting, cleaning and constructing data. The named tables also present what measures were taken to
come to the final dataset. These steps were performed to get familiar with the data, to clean them, to
aggregate them, and to decide on dealing with missing data.

4.3 Modeling
The fourth step of the CRISP-DM framework consists of selecting a modeling technique, generating a
test design, building a model and assessing it (SV-Europe, 2016). As described in Section 4.1, this chapter
has two primary goals: assessing which factors affects customer satisfaction and developing a profile of
satisfied or dissatisfied customers. These two questions are answered separately as different modeling
techniques are used to answer them. This means that this step’s aim was to find the answers to the
research questions (Section 1.5).
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4.3.1

Customer satisfaction factors

To see if variable X has a significant effect on customer satisfaction, student’s t-tests were performed. It
is used to determine if two sets of data are significantly different from each other: are the customers
with variable X significantly more satisfied than customers without variable X? The student’s t-test has
several drawbacks. Table 24 in Appendix 10.14 presents these drawbacks and how that drawback was
mitigated in the project. Microsoft’s Excel was used for this kind of analysis.
4.3.2

Profile of (dis)satisfied customer

The second question to be answered was what the profile is of (dis)satisfied customers. The tool
RapidMiner was used for this analysis and several algorithms have been used. Table 2 presents the used
algorithms and what settings were used. RapidMiner was chosen for several reasons. First, it is a free
tool. Second, it has a user-friendly interface, aimed at making data analysis quick and easy for nonexperts. Third, the researcher is connected to someone with RapidMiner experience which was helpful
in getting to know the tool. The decision tree algorithm is chosen as it is appropriate for the goal
(classifying data based on several variables) and is a widely used algorithm for achieving this goal. The
Naïve Bayes clustering algorithm is used as this algorithm is appropriate when clustering datasets that
include categorical variables. The used datasets are customer feedback and customer- and company
characteristics. The online behavior data were referred to by the Rabobank as ‘Disco data’, as the
module’s logging was built in such a way that analysis with Disco would be easy. Disco
(https://fluxicon.com/) is a process mining tool and was not used in this project. This research aimed at
understanding web behavior which is less of a ‘process’ as it was not as sequential as normal processes.
This variability would lead to many pages that would not be easy to analyze with Disco.
Table 2: Used algorithms

Algorithm
Decision tree

Naïve Bayes
clustering

Remarks
“Decision Trees are generated by recursive partitioning. Recursive partitioning
means repeatedly splitting on the values of attributes” (RapidMiner, nd). The
criterion is gain ratio in most attempts.
“A Naive Bayes classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier based on applying Bayes'
theorem (from Bayesian statistics) with strong (naive) independence assumptions. A
more descriptive term for the underlying probability model would be 'independent
feature model'. In simple terms, a Naive Bayes classifier assumes that the presence
(or absence) of a particular feature of a class (i.e. attribute) is unrelated to the presence
(or absence) of any other feature” (RapidMiner, nd).

4.4 Evaluation – Presentation of results
The fifth step (the last one before deployment, which is out of scope (Section 3.1) of the CRISP-DM
framework is evaluation, in which results were evaluated, the process was reviewed and next steps
were determined. This section starts with evaluating the results. The results are presented in four parts.
Section 4.4.1 presents an analysis of feedback: what feedback is given and what kind of customer gives
what feedback? Section 4.4.2 describes an analysis of customer- and organization characteristics: who is
(dis)satisfied, can a profile be developed of the (dis)satisfied customer? Section 4.4.3 shows an analysis
of the process: where do customers fall out of the module, on what do they spend their time? Section
4.4.4 presents an analysis of effect local bank: what effect does the local bank have on the customer
satisfaction?
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Together these questions answer the two central questions of this chapter (Section 4.1). The first three
are the direct result of the three sources of data (Section 4.2). The final question is the result of an early
analysis result that the local bank was likely to have an effect on customer satisfaction. More in-depth
analysis was therefore started. Figure 10 shows the structure of the presentation of results in this section
for clarity purposes.
(4.4.1) Customer
feedback
• 1. High level
results
• 2.
Categorization

(4.4.2) Customer
characteristics
• 1. Individual
variables
• 2. Profile
• 3. RapidMiner

(4.4.3) Process
characteristics
• 1. Loss of
consumers
• 2. Throughput
times
• 3. Withdrawn
cases
• 4. Screen visit
frequency

(4.4.4) Local bank
• 1. Positive and
negative effect
• 2. Correlation
percentage
online and
customer
satisfaction

(4.4.5 and 10.09)
Context
• Pre- and postimplementation
• Similar services
& similar
customers
• Similar service
& dissimilar
customers

Figure 10: Analysis structure (section number where it is presented)

Results of the modeling phase (Section 4.3) were discussed with decision making stakeholders of the
business department. The approach for this was, after finding out Result X, asking Stakeholder Y what
he thought about X. This was done to make sense of results (data analysis yields correlations, but no
explanations on why such a correlation exists), to validate them (to check if they match with current
knowledge, and to gain input for the redesign phase. A second important part of the evaluation phase
was to develop a clear conclusion list on the most important results (Section 4.4.6). This was done to
provide prioritized input for the redesign phase (Chapter 5)
4.4.1

Analysis of feedback

The aim of this analysis was threefold. First, the analysis lead to understanding of what kind of feedback
was generally given by customers: what problems did the customers have, what did they like? Second,
the analysis showed why customers gave a high or low grade based on their feedback. Third, the
analysis’ output was used as the starting point of more the in-depth analyses in the remainder of this
chapter.
4.4.1.1

High-level results

To start with some general results, the average customer satisfaction of the 1.670 entries was 6,75. Most
grades are 7 and 8 (see Figure 11). The most requests are finished on Tuesday and the least in the
weekend. Customers that finish the request on a Sunday are significantly less satisfied than those who
finish on a Saturday (6,45 versus 7,05; p-value = 0,0255). Of these 1.670 entries, 40% (682 entries) have
both a grade and additional textual feedback. Customers who provide additional feedback are
significantly less satisfied than those who do not (6,23 vs. 7,11; p-value = 1.44 ⋅ 10−21 ). This indicates
that unsatisfied customers are more likely to open their mouth.
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Figure 11: Number of customers (vertical axis) per grade (horizontal)

4.4.1.2

Categorization results

Customer feedback has been categorized (categorization process is described in the Appendix - Table
15). The result is shown in Table 3. Table 22 in the Appendix shows more detailed category descriptions.
Of the customers that provide additional feedback, 27% has positive feedback, 7,5% unusable feedback,
and 67% negative feedback. Positive entries are significantly more positive than unusable or negative
entries (7,88 vs. 6,59 vs. 5,49 respectively). Customers that give negative feedback mention in 80% of the
cases only one problem, and in 20% more than one. Customers with more than one problem are
significantly more dissatisfied than customers with one problem (5,90 vs. 4,62; p-value = 1,81 ⋅ 10−9 ).
The most common feedback categories are positive feedback (138), technicalities 1 (86), and ‘does not
match my need’ (85). The most positive feedback categories are positive feedback (8,09), ‘this is OK with
help’ (7,26), and unusable feedback (6,59). The most negative feedback categories are ‘you know this
already (4), impersonal (4,01), and ‘does not match my need’ (4,62).
Starting from the top of Table 3, the most dissatisfied customers were those who felt information was
asked that the bank should already know and those who thought the online request was impersonal.
These customers felt the bank treated them as a number rather than a person. Secondly, a large
dissatisfied group are customers that mention the request takes too much time or effort. Technical
problems and customers that do not recognize themselves in the module (again, impersonal)
complement the top of dissatisfied customers. These results were starting points for the redesign.
Besides the customers with positive feedback, the most satisfied customers are those who got great help
during the request. This indicated that the offered help did help in overcoming the hurdles of the online
request.

Technicalities mainly included customers who were logged out of the module, i.e. they had to log in again before
continuing their application. The system logged out customers after half an hour spent on one screen because of
safety considerations. RASS, the authorization software, also updated each hour, which could trigger another throw
out of the system. Customers were notified of the former, not of the latter. It was unclear if these two updates
caused all problems. Rabobank employees had a shared belief that Microsoft Edge did not support the module
well. Analysis showed that 7,93% of customers used the browser anyway (while the website explained not to use
this browser).
1
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Table 3: Customer satisfaction per feedback category

Nr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Category
You know this already
Impersonal
Amount of work does not match my need
Too much time
Other
Technicalities
Does not match my situation
Difficult
I need help
It is a lot of work
Unclear
I want to explain more
Related to uploading documents
Expectation management
Double
Unusable feedback
This is OK with help
Positive feedback

Grade
3,25
4,34
4,61
5,43
5,97
5,90
5,86
6,03
5,50
6,47
6,60
6,39
6,50
6,73
6,67
6,59
7,41
8,10

#
4
44
23
7
34
58
51
39
12
15
10
18
20
15
3
29
39
136

Grade (total)
4,00
4,01
4,62
4,85
5,30
5,37
5,38
5,49
5,50
5,52
5,71
6,22
6,33
6,55
6,50
6,59
7,26
8,09

# (total)
5
68
37
20
63
86
85
69
12
25
17
27
27
20
4
29
46
138

Columns ‘Grade’ and ‘#’ show results for customers that mention one feedback category, columns ‘Grade
(total)’ and ‘# (total)’ adds customers that mention multiple categories

The follow-up question here was to see if a profile could be constructed of customers within a certain
feedback category. In other words: what customers thought the module was impersonal? A profile
(multiple variables are the same within the profile) was sought for each feedback category by ordering
cases on variable values and counting which combinations were overrepresented. There were no
significant differences found, except for one: customers that mentioned that the online request took too
much effort requested significantly less money than customers who did not (€60.000 vs. €93.000
respectively). This result, together with the result that this group of customers is very dissatisfied (Table
3), implied that the customer satisfaction could be improved by addressing this group. This step did not
produce more profiles of customers who gave a certain type of feedback. As the amount of cases per
feedback category, e.g. 68 customers that thought the module was impersonal, was often little compared
to the number of variable values, e.g. 18 for sector, it was hard to see which sector was overrepresented
in that category. To tackle this problem, the analysis was continued with all the data to find a profile of
the satisfied or dissatisfied customer, rather than a profile of the customer who thought the module was
impersonal. This increased the number of customers per group, which made it easier to look for a
profile. Results are described in the next section (Section 4.4.2).
4.4.2

Analysis of customer- and organization characteristics

The aim of this part of the analysis was to find a profile of the (dis)satisfied customer. Multiple efforts
were taken to find such a profile. First, the effect of individual variables on customer satisfaction was
determined. Secondly, profiles of two variables were constructed and analyzed to see if any of those
profiles indicated a group of (very) (dis)satisfied customers. Third, RapidMiner was used for more
sophisticated classification of (dis)satisfied customers.
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4.4.2.1

Individual variables and customer satisfaction

First, the effect of individual variables on customer satisfaction was analyzed. This was done by
selecting the cases with 𝑦 = 𝑥 and the cases with 𝑦 ≠ 𝑥 and determining if there were a statistical
significant difference between the two groups by using a student’s t-test ( 𝛼 = 0,05 ). Results are
summarized in Table 4. First, age negatively affected customer satisfaction. Results indicated that
customers below 30 years old were significantly more satisfied than customers aged 30 and older.
Splitting the group of customers below and above 30 led to the cleanest split on age: there was a
significant difference between 20-29 year olds and 30 year and older.
Figure 27 (Appendix 10.6) shows a scatterplot of customer satisfaction and loan size. As Table 4
indicates, no significant relationship was found between the two variables. However, Figure 27 shows
that customers who request larger amounts of money were more satisfied. Most loans are smaller than
€50.000. As customers who think the online request is too much work (Table 21 in Appendix) requested
less money than those who did not, it was expected that customers who applied for smaller loans would
be less satisfied. That result was not found. A possible explanation is that the need (the reason the
customer needed the money) of the customer affected this relationship: it is hypothesized that a
customer who applies for €10.000 to temporarily increase his working capital wants to spend less effort
than someone who applies for €10.000 to invest in a new machine. This matches Ding and Keh’s research
(2016): investments are seen as hedonic (excited for a new beginning), while working capital increases
are seen as utilitarian (just a task that needs to be done). Unfortunately, as the need of the customer was
not in the dataset, this hypothesis could not be tested. However, during the evaluation phase (Chapter
5.4), participants agreed on the fact that it was very likely that one could differentiate (by offering a
simplified process for easy requests) between (1) customers that apply for a small loan with a liquidity
need, and (2) others.
Table 4: Summary of (not) significant factors on customer satisfaction

Variables that do not affect customer satisfaction significantly (p-value > 0,05)
Gender (men vs. women)
Province (only Utrecht more satisfied than Zuid-Holland)
Nationality (Dutch vs. non-Dutch)
Customer type (customer vs. party)
Primary bank (yes vs. no)
Loan size
Age of company
Number of employees
Variables that affect customer satisfaction significantly (p-value ≤ 0,05)
Age of requester
Negative correlation: older requesters were less satisfied
Age of relationship
Negative correlation: long-term customers were less satisfied
Private segment
If Rabobank was the customer’s primary bank, customers with bad
rendability were more satisfied than those with good rendability.
Customers that did not have Rabobank as their primary bank were more
satisfied that those who did
Social status
Students were more satisfied than entrepreneurs and the unemployed
House situation
Residents were more satisfied than those with their own home.
Sector
Information and communication companies and the sector culture, sports
and recreation were more satisfied; the agricultural sector was less
satisfied.
Legal entity
Associations were more satisfied than private companies (BV’s), which
were more satisfied than sole proprietorships and general partnerships
(VOF’s). Sole proprietorships requested less money and thus correlates
with dissatisfaction with small loans, this does not hold for VOF’s.
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There was found additional evidence for dissatisfaction with small loan requests. First, the percentage
of finished cases was much higher in December 2015 compared to the other months. The average loan
size was also higher: €127.500 vs. €93.400. Second, the average loan size of unfinished requests was
smaller than of finished requests: €72.800 vs. €93.400. Together with the result that customers who
thought the module was devious (‘omslachtig’), the conclusion was drawn that customers with a small
loan request were less satisfied and thought the as-is process was too much work compared to their
need. Note that from each result different conclusions could be drawn (maybe the Christmas holiday in
December caused the high percentage of finished requests, or the fact that most companies’ financial
year ends that month), but the combination of these three results led to the discussed conclusion.
Second, the customer’s sector correlates with customer satisfaction (Table 4). Table 5 shows the average
customer satisfaction and number of customers per sector. The used sectors were the sector types as
specified by SBI (CBS, 2016). An explanation for the differences between the sectors was that the
multiple choice questions for developing a profile of the entrepreneur and company are non-sectorspecific. This resulted in customers not recognizing themselves in the questions, as was indicated by
their textual feedback.
Table 5: Customer satisfaction grade per sector

Sector
Information and communication
Culture, sports and recreation
Lease of movable goods and other business services
Production and distribution of and trade in electricity, natural gas, steam and cooled
air
Financial institutions
Accommodation, food and beverage distribution
Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles
Advising, research and other specialist services
Unknown
Other services
Mining and quarrying
Education
Industry
Construction industry
Production and distribution of water; sewerage, waste management and remediation
activities
Health and social work
Transport and storage
Undetermined
Rental and trading of real estate
Agriculture, forestry and fisheries

#
65
83
115

Grade
7,16
7,04
7,03

2
58
151
426
231
98
86
3
35
116
297

7,00
6,98
6,92
6,89
6,87
6,83
6,73
6,67
6,66
6,60
6,47

7
85
55
109
12
59

6,43
6,40
6,38
6,31
6,17
5,93

Customer satisfaction per sector; Unknown was used when customer’s sector was unknown (data problem); Undetermined
was used when SBI sector code was known, but it was impossible to translate it to a sector (data problem)
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4.4.2.2

Profiling (very) (dis)satisfied customers

As introduced in this section’s beginning, the second part of this analysis was constructing and
analyzing profiles of two variables to see if any of those profiles indicated a group of (very) (dis)satisfied
customers. Using the combined dataset of customer satisfaction (Table 15) and customer- and company
characteristics (Table 17), cases were ordered based on their variable values in Excel. This made
counting easier. The profiles that were made were based on the sector and age of a customer, sector and
age of relationship, sector and legal entity. These profiles were chosen as the researcher expected these
combinations 2 of variables to be interesting based on the gained knowledge during the project. For
example, a stereotype of the dissatisfied customer that bank employees use was ‘the 50+ farmer’,
therefore, sector and age was a combination that the researcher was interested in. The same held for the
other combinations. Results are summarized in Table 6. In short, based on two variables, the research
did not find clear profiles of (dis)satisfied customers. In other words, the research was not able to point
out a specific group of customers that was very (dis)satisfied.
Table 6: Summary of results of profiles based on two variables

Profile based on sector and age
There was no interaction effect found between sector and age. Results showed (close to) expected
behavior based on the differences between sectors (Table 5) and the negative correlation between age
and customer satisfaction (Table 4). There were little differences, but no profile showed a specifically
(dis)satisfied group of customers.
The stereotype ‘the 50+ farmer’ is not true: yes, the agricultural sector is less satisfied than other
sectors, but within the group older farmers are not less satisfied than younger ones.
Profile based on sector and age of relationship
Results showed mostly expected behavior: shorter relationships were more satisfied compared to
long-term customers. Sector effect was shown through the separation between short- and long-term
customers as for that age differed per sector.
Contradictory result: in sector Industry, long-term customers (>11 years) were more satisfied than
short-term customers.
Profile based on sector and legal entity
No consistent findings. For example, general partnerships (VOF’s) were less satisfied than others in
the construction sector (5,76 vs. 6,49), while they were more satisfied in the agricultural sector (7,29
vs. 5,82).
4.4.2.3

Data analysis with RapidMiner

The third part of this section’s analysis is describing the results that were gained with RapidMiner.
RapidMiner3 is a freemium data analytics tool which was used for more sophisticated classification of
(dis)satisfied customers, compared to the Excel ordering described in the previous paragraphs. Two
main models have been produced with the tool: decision trees and naïve Bayes classification. First,
decision tree classification did not yield satisfying grouping. Customer satisfaction was translated to
three groups: satisfied (8, 9 and 10), average (5, 6 and 7) and dissatisfied (1, 2, 3 and 4). This was done
as decision tree classification in RapidMiner requires a categorical target value. Decision tree
classification also requires no missing values, so all cases with missing values were omitted. The
variables in the model were changed – in some models all variables were taken into account, in others

For example, sector has eighteen different values and legal entity six, so that 108 (18*6) combinations
have been analyzed.
2

3

https://rapidminer.com/
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only those that had a significant effect on customer satisfaction (Table 4) complemented with loan size.
By default settings, RapidMiner produced Figure 12, which shows six leafs. The leaf at the bottom right
represents 806 of 819 cases. This means the other five leafs together represent thirteen cases. While the
cases technically were grouped, this was not a valuable result. Therefore, settings were changed so that
a minimum of five cases should be in a leaf. This yielded Figure 13, which shows that no tree was
constructed. The same result was found with different RapidMiner settings, different target values (two
categories for the target value, satisfied and dissatisfied), and different independent variables (several
selections of the total dataset). This is evidence for difficult grouping of customers.
That same conclusion was drawn from
naïve Bayes classification efforts. Naïve
Bayes classification can develop a
predictive
variables

model

with

predicting

categorical

a

categorical

variable. Again, three target categories
were

used

(dissatisfied,

average,

satisfied) and missing values were
omitted. A relatively small test sample
was used to test the performance of the
model. Several settings were used,
several independent variables (two
target

categories)

independent

variables

and
were

several
used.

While guessing the target variable each
Figure 12: Decision tree at default settings; leaf at bottom right
represents 806 of 819 cases

time should give a performance of 1/3,
the models performed often worse with
performances of 20-45% correct.

4.4.2.4

Summary

Concluding this section, based on the results of the three analyses described in
this section, several factors affect customer satisfaction significantly –
however, it is hard to develop a profile of the (very) (dis)satisfied customer. A
possible explanation is that the different methods used were not appropriate

Figure 13: Decision tree
(Minimal leaf size = 5)

for the aim of this section. Multiple methods have been used to decrease the likelihood of this. Therefore
it was concluded that the variables in the dataset – customer- and company characteristics – were not
appropriate for predicting customer satisfaction. This may be caused by these variables not predicting
customer satisfaction: a different variable (not in dataset) is causing (dis)satisfaction. Therefore, the next
section takes another approach: instead of focusing on the customer (‘what is wrong with the
customer?’), the focus is put on the process (‘what is wrong with the process?’).
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4.4.3

Analysis of the process

As Section 4.4.2 concludes, it was hard to develop a profile of (dis)satisfied customers. This section does
not aim to find the customers that are (dis)satisfied, but aims to find the part(s) of the process that led
to dissatisfaction with the customers. It was hypothesized by most interviewees that sub processes that
took a long time were dissatisfiers. The research aimed to find those sub processes. Additionally, other
evidence is sought of parts of the current process that might lead to dissatisfaction. That evidence was
people leaving the module at a certain screen (hypothesis based on logical thinking: when encountering
a screen that causes dissatisfaction, the customer is more likely to leave the module), and how many
times each customer saw a specific screen (hypothesis based on logical thinking: if you see a specific
screen more times than needed, you have seen either many errors or you have come back multiple times
to that page, which both indicate dissatisfaction).
4.4.3.1

Loss of customers

First, screens were customers leave the module could be valuable starting points for recommendations.
As described in Table 16 (Appendix), for each case, it is known what screens were seen by a customer
in which sequence, and how much time was spent per screen. Figure 14 shows the total cases that were
started since 01-05-2015 and how many cases came to a specific lamella. It shows that 57% of the cases
did not come through the first lamella. This is 87,5% of the total number of unfinished cases. This result
was as expected: the difficulty of the module was likely to be with the prognosis figures. In lamella 2
there are no questions to be answered. Lamella 3 and 4 include multiple choice questions and ‘check if
your request is OK’ questions. Figure 14 also shows that 35% of all cases were completed. When results
are specified (results per individual screen rather than per lamella), customers mainly leave the module
on the prognosis screen and year figures screen (see Appendix 10.4).

Figure 14: Percentage of customers that came to each lamella
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4.4.3.2

Throughput times

Second, the throughput times of customers were analyzed. This part of the analysis showed how long
customers spent in total and on each screen, whether they finished the request or not. Throughput times
were calculated by summing the time spent between successive screens. The time spent on a single
screen was calculated by taking the difference between the start time of the next event (finishing the
page) and the start time of the current event (starting the page). If a customer spent 4 minutes on screen
1.1, 5 minutes on 1.2, and then 5 minutes on 1.1, the total time spent is 14 minutes and the time spent on
screen 1.1 is 9 minutes.
Using the data of customers who have finished the online request, on average, a customer took 14 days
to finish the request (Appendix 10.6: Figure 24). This was heavily skewed: 50% of customers finished
the request within a day, and 29% within one hour. The median value was 23:48:29
(hours:minutes:seconds). The high average, compared to the median value, was caused by the heavy
tail of the distribution. There were 181 cases (of a total of 2062 cases, 8.8%) with a total time over 1,000
hours (maximum value was about 8,250 hours or 343 days). Figure 15 shows the spent time per screen
per finished case. As expected, the prognosis screen took the most time.
0:11:31

0:10:05
0:08:38
0:07:12
0:05:46
0:04:19
0:02:53
0:01:26
0:00:00
0.11.11.21.31.41.51.61.71.82.12.23.13.33.43.53.63.73.84.14.34.44.54.6
Figure 15: Median time (hours:minutes:seconds) spent per screen on finished cases

Evidently, customers did not really spend over 1,000 hours on the loan request. Long throughput times
are caused by long period in which no activity takes place: the customer spent five minutes online, did
not do anything for ten hours, and then continued. The data do not show whether someone was online
or not, so the total time spent on that screen would be ten hours and five minutes, while in real life the
spent time was only five minutes. 56% of all cases had a step of at least five hours, indicating that a large
group of customers could not finish the request in one go.
If a customer is inactive for more than thirty minutes on the same screen, he gets a time-out: the system
forces a customer to login again. After one hour in the module, RASS, the authentication software, also
forces a time-out. This meant that the maximum amount of time spent in one go is one hour. As
described above, over half of the customers have at least one screen on which they spent more than five
hours. In the following, the maximum time spent per screen was set to five hours. If a step took more
than five hours, that step is ignored. This resulted in a lower limit for the real total time spent. The
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average time spent is shown in Figure 25 and median time in Figure 30 (Appendix 10.6). The average
time spent on finished cases, with the restriction of maximal five hours per screen, was 1:19:01, while
the median time was 0:53:28. Again, results showed the large tail of throughput times. Customers spent
most time on the prognosis screen.
Customers who did not finish the request spent considerably less time on the online request. Results
are shown in Table 7. Results are separately shown with and without the five hour rule (as discussed),
and with and without cases in which a total of zero seconds was spent (i.e. cases that were created, but
no activity was logged; in Table 7 called ‘Zeros’). Again, the results showed large differences between
average and median times. Using the most ‘clean’ (with the five hour rule and without zeros) median
time, unfinished cases took 6 minutes and 8 seconds.
Table 7: Spent times per unfinished case

5 hour rule
With
Zeros
Without

Average
Median
Average
Median

With
0:09:46
0:02:28
0:14:29
0:06:08

Without
201:57:33
0:10:09
265:50:51
0:36:39

Figure 16 shows the median times per screen (without the five hour rule), separated between satisfied
(grade > 5) and dissatisfied customers. Median total time for satisfied customers was 22:56:00 and for
dissatisfied customers 26:20:54. The difference in spent time was caused by the year figures and
prognosis figures. Dissatisfaction could thus be caused by having trouble with those screens. Difficulty
with those screens can happen when customers do not have the right documents available. The same
result was found with the five hour rule (Figure 26 in Appendix 10.6).
0:17:17
0:14:24

0:11:31
Satisfied

0:08:38

Dissatisfied

0:05:46
0:02:53
0:00:00
0.11.11.21.31.41.51.61.71.82.12.23.13.33.43.53.63.73.84.14.34.44.54.6

Figure 16: Median time per screen for satisfied (grade >5) and dissatisfied (≤5) customers
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4.4.3.3

Withdrawn cases

The third part of the process analysis contained determining where in the module customers left the
module. Leaving the module may hint at dissatisfaction or difficulty – if on a particular screen many
customers leave the module, that screen may be the cause. The analysis was done by determining the
maximum step in the module per case with a ‘withdrawn’ status. Results are shown in Figure 17.
Consider the following scenario: a customer first went to year figures (1.4), was unable to finish that
screen, went to prognosis (1.6), and then left the module because of his dissatisfaction caused by him
being unable to finish the year figures screen. The maximum step would be 1.6, while the customer did
not have any difficulty with the prognosis. These results should therefore be taken with a grain of salt.
Figure 17 shows many customers did not get further than the prognosis (1.6). This means there was a
large group of customers who was unable to finish the first lamella (potentially because of the prognosis,
but possibly because of e.g. year figures). Often, the need screen (1.2) was the last screen a customer
saw.
30,00%
25,00%
20,00%
15,00%
10,00%
5,00%
0,00%
0.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 4.1 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6
Figure 17: Maximum step per case

4.4.3.4

Screen visit frequency

The last part of this section’s analysis entailed determining which screens were seen more than needed.
In the data, a screen could show up multiple times if (1) the customer clicked a button to leave a screen,
while not satisfying all conditions to leave that screen, or (2) the customer came back to a screen. In
situation (1), an error message would remind the customer of the to-be-met conditions. Clicking ‘OK’
on the error message would send the customer to the same screen again. Both situation (1) and (2) could
imply dissatisfaction with a customer: either he received (annoying) errors or he needed to come back
to the same page over and over again.
Figure 18 shows the average number of times a customer saw each screen. Note that the minimum is
one for each screen, except for 3.4 and 3.5. Those screens, ‘Company profile’, consist of four screens with
multiple choice questions, hence the minimum is four. The dataset did not differentiate between
individual company profile pages, so each of those four is identically logged. Another data issue is the
average for screen 0.1: the customer could only see this page once (upon creation of the case), but due
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to an error in the translation of the original dataset to a workable dataset, was that screen too often
logged. There was no evidence found that a similar problem occurred on the other screens. Figure 18
shows that satisfied and dissatisfied customers saw the screens a similar number of times. Only the year
figures screen (1.4) was more seen by dissatisfied customers (significant, p-value = 7,5 ⋅ 10−7 ). This may
imply that the year figures cause dissatisfaction. Including both satisfied and dissatisfied customers,
customers saw the need screen (1.2), year figures (1.4) and prognosis (1.6) more often than needed.
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Figure 18: Number of visits per screen for satisfied (>5) and dissatisfied (≤5) customers

4.4.3.5

Summary

Before discussing the effect of the local bank on customer satisfaction (Section 4.4.4), the analysis of this
section is concluded here. The several analyses of the process have shown that the year figures and
prognosis screens correlate most with dissatisfaction. The dissatisfaction with the prognosis was as
expected: Rabobank stakeholders unanimously mentioned the prognosis screen when asked about
problems with the current module. The evidence indeed showed that customer saw that page more than
needed, spent most time on it, and left the module on that screen. Similar evidence was found for the
year figures page. A Rabobank stakeholder concluded that dissatisfied customers probably did not have
the appropriate documents ready, and therefore struggled with the module. They became dissatisfied
because, as they missed the documents, they needed more time etc. A possible dissatisfier here may also
be that the module was a ‘wake-up call’ for the customer: you do not have your documents/business in
order.
4.4.4

Analysis of effect local bank

The final part of the analysis of the as-is situation is the analysis of the effect of the local bank on
customer satisfaction. Early in the project evidence was gathered that the bank affects customer
satisfaction (described below). Because of that evidence, the local bank’s effect was put on the agenda
and analyzed more into depth. The early evidence for the role of the local bank is summarized in the
two quotes below (paraphrased by researcher from real quotes):
“When the customer feels like he is ditched online by the local bank, he will be very dissatisfied.”
“The most satisfied customers are those who received great help by their local bank.”
These quotes showed that the local bank could either severely increase or decrease customer
satisfaction. In the first case, the customer started the request with the wrong expectations. For example,
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when the customer thought he had to do the work of the bank employee, and had to spend 1:19 hours
on average (Section 4.4.3.2) on the request, he was expected to be very dissatisfied. Another example of
bad expectations was mentioned by an account manager of a local bank. She used to explain to
customers that they should start the request online, and that that would take them approximately half
an hour. Unfortunately, as Section 4.4.3.2 has shown, only a small percentage of customers (insert
percentage here) could do the request in that amount of time. Logically, when the customer had to spend
(much) more time than that half hour, he would be very dissatisfied. The other way around, the local
bank could make the customer satisfied as well. When the local bank employee could redirect the
customer to the online request by explaining the advantages for the customer and by offering help (and
then providing great help when needed), the customer started with the right expectations and knew
how to get help when needed. Such a customer could endure more difficulties during the request: a
customer who began happy could take a hit (e.g. by a difficult prognosis) before leaving the module.
Based on this logic, the effect of the local bank on customer satisfaction was further analyzed. Banks
have two targets: over 50% of all retail loan requests done online (so using VBF Online) and over 7,5 of
customer satisfaction. Interestingly, there was found a significant (p-value = 0,0123) negative correlation
(-0,24) between percentage of online requests and customer satisfaction (see Error! Reference source
not found.). In other words, local banks with a high percentage of online requests received lower grades
for customer satisfaction. It was hypothesized by a Rabobank IT stakeholder that banks with a low
percentage online requests and a high customer satisfaction were careful in deciding who was
redirected to the online and who to the offline channel. In that case, if a bank employee thought ‘this
customer will be OK online’, the customer was directed to online, if not, to offline. Such a strategy could
increase customer satisfaction as people of whom you are sure that they would be dissatisfied with
online were no longer redirected to online. Three banks were contacted through email for validating
this hypothesis, but no responses were received. Appendix 10.15 shows more information (non-public
appendix).
4.4.5

Contextual analysis

VBF Online was compared to two similar processes: Lease and Extra Redemption (see Appendix 0 for
additional information (non-public)). The main result here is the validation of the dissatisfaction of
impersonal experiences. Eight customers of Lease mentioned they miss the personal contact and give
an average grade of 4,25 (4,01 for VBF Online). The online self-service system Extra Redemption does
not get comments on the impersonality of the system. The difference may be that Extra Redemption is
seen as a char (a small task that is not really important; the customer is indifferent), while the debt
requests are seen as more important (the customer is emotional). As VBF Online and Lease trigger more
emotions, they require a personal approach; as Extra Redemption does not trigger emotions, it is OK if
the online self-service system is not a personal system. This is an assumption, but matches well with
McKinsey’s research on moments of truth (Beaujean, Davidson, & Madge, 2006).
4.4.6

Implications for redesign

A final part of the evaluation phase of the CRISP-DM framework is determining the next steps by listing
the potential further actions, along with the reasons for and against each option (SV-Europe, 2016). This
subsection will present the conclusions of the analysis phase: what results had implications for the
redesign – what are the things the redesign should tackle to increase the customer satisfaction of VBF?
The implications are summarized in Table 8. These implications are the starting point of the redesign,
described in the next chapter.
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Table 8: Analysis' implications

#
I1

I2

I3
I4

I5

I6

I7

I8

I9

I10

I11

Implication (Do something about: …)
Customers thought the module was impersonal, they felt like a number
rather than a person. They felt like the questions did not ask about their
specific situation.
Customers thought it was sometimes unclear what to do and preferred
an overview of what documents were needed for the request. Such an
overview was already provided, but was not read.
Customers used a browser (Microsoft Edge) of which it was known that
it did not perfectly support the online module.
Customers who applied for small loans (50% of them below €28.000,
75% below €66.250) were dissatisfied because they thought the online
module was too much effort for what they were requesting.
Customers needed time to gather the requirement documents and said
they would prefer it to be able to upload certain documents later and
still continue the request.
Customers who experienced technical problems, for example because
they were thrown out of the system, were dissatisfied. Communication
on the RASS timeout after 1 hour was non-existent, so customers also
often did not know why they were thrown out.
Older customers (≥30 years old) were less satisfied than younger ones.
The dissatisfaction of older customers was explained by that they were
not yet used to online self-service systems and that they were used to a
Rabobank way of working and now saw that changed. Older customers
also needed more help and valued that help highly.
Customers struggled with the year figures and prognosis pages. Year
figures were sometimes not directly available and the prognosis was
too difficult.
Customers were given wrong expectations on how much time was
needed for the online request. These wrong expectations led to
dissatisfaction.
Customers felt like they were ditched on the online channel and needed
to do the work of the bank. It was not clear for them what advantages
there were for him.
Customers often needed help with their request, while feedback
indicated that they did not receive help.
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Origin (Section no.)
4.4.1.2

4.4.1.2

4.4.1.2
4.4.1.2

4.4.1.2

4.4.1.2

4.4.2.1

4.4.3

4.4.3.2 and 4.4.4

4.4.4

4.4.4

5

Results of redesign phase

This section describes the redesign phase of the project. As introduced in Section 3.3, the redesign phase
consisted of developing redesign requirements, redesigning based on BPR heuristics, and redesign
evaluation. The first two are described in the following sections, while the latter is discussed in the next
chapter. The aim of the redesign phase is to develop a redesign that actually solves the company
problem (Section 1.3). Major input for this phase were the implications for the redesign (Section 4.4.6).

5.1 Redesign requirements
Designing starts from design requirements, which are shown in Table 9. The requirements were
formulated through interviews with managers of the project company (see Table 10) and suggestions
by the literature (Van Aken et al., 2012). The managers were asked for redesign requirements as they
had the decision power to approve or disapprove the redesign. The author was free in the redesign: the
company chose to not pose strict requirements. Strict requirements may lead to a more practical
redesign, but the company was interested in what the process could look like. Of course, the redesign
should indeed aim at increasing customer satisfaction (as that was the central research goal) (R1), and
efficiency losses need to be justified (R3). Van Aken et al. (2012) add that the redesign should be
workable for the employees, should comply with legal requirements and that the new system should
be user-friendly.
Table 9: Redesign requirements

Nr.
R1

R2

R3

R4
R5

R6
R7

Requirement
Each redesign measure should be the result of (linked to) a specific analysis result,
to prevent unnecessary change. This requirement implies that the redesign should
improve customer satisfaction: the analysis phase shows that factor X prohibits
customer satisfaction and the redesign tackles that by measure Y (Y is linked to X
and improves satisfaction by reducing the effect of X, eliminating X or mitigating
X).
This is related to the functional requirements recommended by Van Aken et al. (2012).
The redesign should remain intact the general structure of the current process: the
customer requests the loan online and then receives financing clarity in an advisory
meeting. The online request should still yield sufficient information for the advisory
meeting.
This is related to the boundary conditions recommended by Van Aken et al. (2012).
Any loss of efficiency (standardization) should be justified through a sufficient
increase of customer satisfaction. The current process aims at maximizing efficiency
(standardization). It is allowed for the redesign to decrease that efficiency by
introducing process variability (personalization) if that decrease is less than the
increase in customer satisfaction. Whether this is the case (whether the redesign
increases satisfaction enough compared to the decreased efficiency), is decided by
the lead product owner.
The redesign may describe an ideal-state (improvements for the long-term), but
should at least include some ‘quick-wins’ (improvements for the short-term).
The users (customers) should have the competences needed to work in the new
system or to use the new tools or procedures (so realization may involve some
training).
The new system should be user-friendly.
The new system should comply with legal requirements.
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Source
AU

E1

E1

E2
VA

VA
VA

Table 10: Redesign requirements sources

Nr.
AU
E1
E2
VA

Source
Author
Lead product owner ZRF
Business Architect
Van Aken et al. (2012)

Requirement
R1
R2, R3, R4
R4
(R1), R5, R6, R7

5.2 Redesign into detail
This section introduces the proposed redesign measures that deal with the analysis implications (Section
4.4.6). Each measure was derived with the help of the 29 BPR heuristics of (Reijers & Liman Mansar,
2005): starting with I1 (Table 11), evaluate all BPR heuristics and conclude which heuristic(s) is (are)
applicable. Table 11 presents the results and ensures traceability (where did a redesign measure come
from?). Note that all redesign measures meet all of the redesign requirements. Table 12 explains the
measures into more detail. Reijers and Liman Mansar (2005) evaluate each best practice based on four
dimensions: cost, flexibility, time and quality, and use the ‘Devil’s quadrangle’ to represent the effect of
a heuristic on these four dimensions. The most common heuristic used in this project (Table 11) is ‘order
types’. This heuristic is expected to lead to decreased cost and time (positive effects), and to decreased
quality and flexibility (negative effects). In the Rabobank context, it is arguable whether quality would
indeed decrease because of the redesign. The introduced variability (order types) personalizes the
process to the individual customer: the quality of the application should go up as the customer can
explain his situation better. For example, with sector specific questions in the profile entrepreneur
screen, the customer can better show what situation applies to him, increasing the value of the
information of VBF Online, so that the account manager can make a better decision in the advisory
meeting. The other dimensions are expected to behave as in the research of Reijers and Liman Mansar
(2005).
Table 11: Used BPR heuristic per analysis implication

Implication
I1 (Impersonal)

I1 (Impersonal), I2
(Unclear what
documents), I3
(Wrong browser)

BPR Heuristic
Order
types:
Distinguish
between customers based on
their sector
No heuristic, Order types:
Distinguish between browsers
and legal entities (as different
entities need to
deliver
different documents)

I4 (Small loans)

Order
types:
Distinguish
between small and large loans.

I5 (Upload later)

Order
types:
Distinguish
between customers who have
their documents ready and
those who do not
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Redesign measure
M1. Profile entrepreneur and company
should consist of sector-specific questions.
M2. The module should start with an
‘opening screen’ (see Error! Reference
source not found. for a concept screen (nonpublic)), that shows the customer’s name, an
overview of what documents are needed,
the process’ advantages, and what browsers
to use.
M3. The module should differentiate
between easy requests (≤€28.000) and
complex requests (>€28.000).
M4. Implement a little check box for ‘I will
provide this document later’. The customer
can continue with the request, but needs to
upload the missing document before finally
sending the request.

I6 (Technicalities)

I7 (Older
customers)

New technology: Change
technology
for
improved
performance. No heuristic:
Communication improvement
Integration: The customer
process is integrated with the
bank process
Order
types:
Distinguish
between older customers and
younger customers

I8 (Prognosis)

Elimination:
The
prognosis is eliminated

full

I9 (Wrong
expectations)

No heuristic: as-is has wrong
info

I10 (Ditched
online)

Empower: Give the right to an
employee
to
do
a
recommendation

I11 (Need help)

New
technology:
chat
functionality was not possible
at as-is development

M5. Improve communication on when/why
a customer will be thrown out of the module
(as solving the technical issues has shown to
be difficult).
M6. Older customers (≥30 years old) are
dissatisfied and seem to be aided by service
model ‘Together’. A local bank employee
should, when a retail customer calls, advise
the customer what customer service model
fits best to the customer based on customer
attributes. It is a recommendation, rather
than obligation, to keep the customer in
charge (which is a management goal).
M7. Simplify the prognosis screen. Do not
ask for a full balance sheet, just ask for by
how much the revenue and costs will
increase because of the investment.
M8. A local bank employee should, when a
retail customer calls, provide a true
expectation of the time needed for the online
request.
M9. A local bank employee should, when a
retail customer calls, explain how the
request works, what its advantages are, and
what the three customer service models are
(what help is offered). Also, he should
advise the customer what customer service
model fits best to the customer based on
customer attributes. It is a recommendation,
rather than obligation, to keep the customer
in charge (which is a management goal).
M10. Offer help through chatting with the
local bank. Explain clearly what help is
offered (see M9).4

M10 is not featured in the final redesign as the redesign validation phase (Chapter 6) pointed out that chat would
not be possible, due to the lack of available employees to answer questions through chat.
4
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Table 12: Explanation of redesign measures

Nr.
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9

M10

Explanation
Entrepreneurs did not recognize themselves in the questions and gave lower grades.
Recognition lacked as the ‘Profile Entrepreneur’ questions were standardized and not
customized per sector.
Customers mentioned they needed an overview of the used documents. Such an overview is
already presented to customers in the as-is situation, but not read often. It is assumed that the
information was not located well; this opening screen should make it more visible. Secondly,
customers used Microsoft Edge, while it is known with Rabobank employees that the module
does not really support the browser well. The name of the customer is used here to make the
module feel more personal (Seiter & Weger Jr., 2013).
Evidence shows that many customers are dissatisfied when applying for a small loan. 50% of
these customers requested less than €28.000. The cut-off value was not put higher (to make
more customers happy) because of the bank’s risk assessment that needs more sufficient
information input for larger loans. Easy requests will be forwarded to a shortened process in
which customers need only to upload the most recent year figures, while complex requests
still need to finish the complete application.
Customers wanted to continue the online request, even when they did not have a specific
document available. Checking at least one checkbox (see Error! Reference source not found.
for a concept screen (non-public)) leads to an overview of all to-be-uploaded documents on
the last screen of the module (see Error! Reference source not found. for a concept screen
(non-public)).
A warning (see Error! Reference source not found. for a concept warning screen (non-public))
should be given to explain why such time outs happen. When the customer knows it is done
in his best interest, time outs may lead to less dissatisfaction.
Age was negatively related to customer satisfaction: there was a clear split on 30 years old
(7,26 for <30 years old; 6,69 for ≥30 years old; this is statistically significant). Age of relationship
was also negatively related to customer satisfaction, but did not yield such a clear split. ‘Older’
customers are advised to be taken by the hand, as research has shown that people were more
willing to accept online banking when they had a reference point (Banerjee, 2009). This will
ask a considerable investment of the local bank’s account managers, but will lead to
significantly more satisfied customers: “personal service is about making the customer feel
like they’re doing business with a human, not a company” (Markidan, 2015).
Analysis showed that customers had problems with the prognosis screen. In discussion with
Rabobank employees, it was found that the prognosis could be substituted by two questions
(‘How does this loan invest your revenue?’ and ‘How does this loan affect your costs (ignoring
additional costs on depreciation and interest)?’. In the following of the report, these two
questions are still referred to as ‘the prognosis screen’ for consistency.
Bank employees often told customers that the online request would take ‘about half an hour’,
while this only holds for a small percentage of customers. Such a wrong explanation leads to
dissatisfaction when the real spent time is longer.
Customers mentioned that they felt like they were ditched online and that they did not
understand why they needed to do it. Also, many customers did not finish the online module.
Clearly stating the advantages for a customer increases online acceptance (Suh & Han, 2002)
and may cause customers to spend more time on the module.
Customers mentioned that they needed help with the module and they found the module
impersonal. Personalized help addresses this issue. Chat is preferred over the as-is phone call
as it is more accessible, so more appropriate for small questions.
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5.2.1

Alternative redesign measures

Table 13 shows alternative redesign measures that deal with one or more analysis implications (Table
8). It also shows why the measure was not considered for the final redesign. These are presented to
show that multiple ideas were considered for the redesign and why they were finally not considered
for the final redesign.
Table 13: Alternative redesign measures

Alternative measure
Build a knowledge base
(develop a FAQ), so that
customers can look up the
answers to the most common
questions; this saves on the
number of questions to the
bank. 72% of customers prefer
to use self-service support
rather than phone or email
support (Clarkson, 2010).
Develop an online Q&A
community in which customers
can answer questions of other
customers. Make sure it is well
moderated (Capel, nd).

Give a discount to customers
who apply online compared to
customers who apply offline.

Potentially
interesting
because…
Capturing customers’ questions 1) provides insight in what
customers are actually asking
(yields solution directions), and
2) helps customers answer
themselves (less calls to local
bank, customers get their
question answered in shorter
time). As-is, there was no
knowledge base.
Similar to above. Customers
should get their questions
answered faster with less effort
for Rabobank.

A discount might make
customers more diligent to
finish the request online.
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Ultimately not considered
because…
There was no data available on
how many questions were
asked, so it was unclear how big
the problem actually was. Also,
questions were asked to 105
different local banks, each
processing only a few questions
per week (as only a few cases
are processed per week), which
impedes data collection.
It was unclear how many
questions there actually were.
Secondly, often questions will
relate to specific customer
circumstances which might
include personal information.
That info is not appropriate for
an online community.
Rabobank has considered this,
but did not want to offer a
discount yet as not all
customers can use the module
(not allowed to log in). Such a
differentiation
between
customers was not wanted.

5.3 Redesign in terms of the Orthogonal Variability Model
Measures M1, M2, M3 and M6 (Table 11) introduce variability in process execution. For example, it is
proposed to present a simplified process to customers who are known and request less than €28.000,
and the full process to those who do not meet this condition. As discussed in the theoretical background
(Chapter 2), there are several ways to present variability. This report uses the Orthogonal Variability
Model of Pohl et al. (2005), as motivated in Section 2.3. Pohl et al. represent variability through a
variability model 5 based on ‘variation points’
(variability

subjects),

‘variants’

(variability

object), and variability dependencies. Figure 31
presents the variability model of the to-be
situation (i.e. redesign). It shows that the
redesign differentiates six variation points, each
with at least two variants. The variation points
‘Sector’ has eighteen variants, which have not
been shown all in Figure 31 for clarity reasons
(hence the dotted line and ‘Etc.’). Table 5 shows
all sectors. There are no dependencies between

Figure 19: Variability pyramid (Pohl et al., 2005)

variants within the variability model.
Variability can be defined at multiple levels of abstraction to trace variability in abstract stakeholder
needs to refined process models. Pohl et al. (2005) use the variability pyramid to show this traceability,
and use four levels of abstraction (requirements, design, components and tests) and one overarching
level (stakeholder needs) for their application in SPLE. Figure 19 presents the variability pyramid for
this research, and uses only the first two levels of abstraction. The aim of this project was to develop a
to-be process design, so that the components and tests levels are out of scope. Here, stakeholder needs
are equal to the implications for redesign (Section 4.4.6), which lead to requirements for the redesign
(presented in a feature model, below). Requirements are used for the development of the redesign
(below).
5.3.1

Documenting variability in requirements artefacts

A requirement is “a condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem or achieve an objective”
(Pohl et al., 2005, p. 91). They followed from the implications for redesign (Section 4.4.6) as shown in
Figure 19. Examples of requirements artefacts are textual requirements, goals, features, use cases and
scenarios (Pohl et al., 2005). Textual requirements are not used here as they are often ambiguous and
have several other shortcomings (Pohl et al., 2005), while goals and use cases are not used as they are
typically used to present the goals of users. Here, customers had similar goals (finishing the loan
request), so differentiating between variants is hard. Features were therefore preferred. A feature is “an
end-user visible characteristic of a system” (Kang, Cohen, Hess, Novak, & Peterson, 1990) and are
presented in a feature tree. Figure 32 shows the feature tree for the to-be situation. It is based on the
implications for redesign (Section 4.4.6) and the current process model (Appendix 10.1). To trace
variability in the feature model, a coupling model is used, following the approach of Pohl et al. (2005),
see Figure 20. In Figure 20, variation points and variants are linked to features. The ‘requires’
dependency is used when the choice of a variant requires a specific feature to be part of the model,
In this report the notation of Pohl et al. (2005) is followed. The reader can use their book as reference for the used
semantics.
5
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‘excludes’ is used when the choice of a variants excludes a specific feature from the model, and ‘affects’
is used to indicate that a variation point or variant affects the exact instance of the feature.
Note that there are no constraints (requires, excludes) between variation points or variants, which
indicates that all combinations make sense. This is true: choosing any legal entity does not constrain the
variants of other variation points for example.
M1 is represented in Figure 20 by the purple relation between variation point sector and profile
entrepreneur, as the sector affects the questions that will be shown in the profile entrepreneur
questionnaire. M2 is represented by the blue relation between variant Microsoft Edge and Edge
warning, as the use of Edge requires the Edge warning. M3 is represented by the red relations between
variant ≤€28.000 and prognosis, upload documents, profile entrepreneur and private situation, as
applications for loans under €28.000 exclude those screens. M6 is represented by the relation between
variant ≥30 years and complete help, as complete help is offered (required) when the applicant is over
30 years old. All other relations show variants in the banking process; for example, the legal entity of
the customer affects the needed documents.
5.3.2

Documenting variability in design artefacts

As indicated by the variability pyramid (Figure 19), the next step is to document variability in design
artefacts. Design artefacts show the architecture of the system for which several views can be used (Pohl
et al., 2005). The process view (“decomposition of the running system into ordered activities and their
relationships” (Pohl et al., 2005, p. 121)) is chosen as it matches the aim of this project. BPMN is used to
model it as this is a standard in business process modeling. The models are shown in Figure 33 to Figure
36 (Appendix 0). The BPMN models are linked to the variability model, i.e. an orthogonal variability
model is made for the abstraction level ‘Design’. This is shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22. Dependencies
are drawn between variation points and gateways, and between variants and gateways. This choice was
made as the choice of a variant essentially affects the choice of process variant, hence they affect the
result of the gateway.
M1 is represented in Figure 22 by the relation between variation point sector and the gateway before
the profile entrepreneur questions, as the sector affects the specific variant of questionnaire that is
shown. M2 is represented in Figure 21 by the relation between variation point browser and the gateway
before the edge warning, as the browser affects the choice whether the warning is or is not shown. M3
is represented in Figure 21 by the relation between variation point need and the gateway choosing
between the normal and easy process. M6 is represented in Figure 21 by the relation between the
variation point age and the gateway choosing between the advice to go online and the advice to request
offline. All other relations show variants in the banking process; for example, the legal entity of the
customer affects the needed documents.
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Figure 20: Orthogonal variability modeling in feature model. Colors are used only for clarity
Legend: VP = Variation Point; V = Variant; - - affects - - > = variation point decides, based on the chosen variant, which process variant is chosen
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Figure 21: (1/2) Orthogonal variability modeling in process model (BPMN model). Colors are used only for clarity
Legend: VP = Variation Point; V = Variant; - - affects - - > = variation point decides, based on the chosen variant, which process variant is chosen
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Figure 22: (2/2) Orthogonal variability modeling in process model (BPMN model). Colors are used only for clarity
Legend: VP = Variation Point; V = Variant; - - affects - - > = variation point decides, based on the chosen variant, which process variant is chosen
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5.4 Concluding the redesign phase
The redesign presented in the preceding section introduces variability, which is done to deal with the
preferences of specific groups of customers. These preferences are the result of the analysis phase
(Section 4.4.6). The redesign should therefore increase customer satisfaction of the online self-service
system, solving the company problem (Section 1.3). Validation of the redesign is discussed in Chapter
6, but the current section compares the redesign (Section 0) with the design requirements (Section 5.1).
R1 is met: indeed each redesign measure was proposed based on a specific analysis result (Table 11). R2
is met: the redesign uses the as-is process as baseline model, keeps the structure intact and only adds
several sub processes. R3 is met: each measure was explicitly introduced to increase customer
satisfaction, while most introduced variability (efficiency loss) does not lead to a decrease in efficiency,
as the system chooses variants, which does not affect the information gathered on which the account
manager needs to base his judgment. While the simplified process (when the customer applies for small
loans under €28.000) does lead to a decrease in efficiency (less information is gathered through the
online self-service system, so potentially more information needs to be gathered in the advisory
meeting), Rabobank stakeholders state this risk is mitigated as for these loans not much customer
information is needed. R4 is met as M2, M5, M6, M8 and M9 are quick wins, they are all easily
implementable. R5 is met: the introduced variability aims at making the process more clear for users
and is hardly noticeable for customers (internal variability, see Figure 19). R6 is expected to be met: the
redesign does not affect the user interface, while it does improve information provision (the redesign is
clearer on what documents are needed, and when and why users are asked to log in again); this should
satisfy this requirement. R7 is met: the redesign satisfies legal requirements. A relevant legal
requirement here is that banks are not allowed to automatically fill in (auto-fill) financial information
of customers, and the redesign satisfies this. Concluding, the redesign satisfies all redesign
requirements.
In OVM, a software model is generated based on the chosen variants. Here, the process model for a
customer is generated based on the data of the customer. Part of this data is retrieved from the CRM
system (e.g. legal entity and sector), while the rest is provided by the customer in the process (e.g. need).
This makes the process dynamic. The chosen variants affect the gateways in the BPMN workflow. For
example, if the customer requests more than €28.000, the gateway choosing between the simplified or
normal process is affected (Figure 21): the variant requires the normal process to be chosen. Hence the
variants affect the gateways and by that generate the process model.
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6

Results of redesign validation

The aim of this section is to describe what validation efforts were undertaken and what the results were
of those efforts. Validation was done to reflect on the proposed redesign: will it actually work and solve
the problems (Section 1.3 and 4.4.6)? The following steps were taken to validate the redesign. First was
an interview with an IT business analyst. He has been interviewed in the analysis phase as well on
problems with the module. During the interview, the final results of the analysis phase were presented
and the redesign was discussed. This stakeholder was chosen as he had a leading role in the
development of the as-is system, and, at time of writing, was involved in proposing improvements for
the as-is system. His feedback was used to improve the redesign. The improved redesign was then
validated through three presentations (described below).
First, the results of the interview with the IT business analyst are discussed. A problem with splitting
on loan size (making the request easier for small loans) was, as expected, that it did not take into account
what the need was of a customer. If a customer needed the money for additional liquidity, the request
should be easy. If a customer needed the money for an investment, the request should stay as it was.
Additionally, the interviewee explained it would make sense to differentiate on knowing the customer
well or not. If the customer is well-known to the bank, it is OK for the bank to ask less information; if
not, the bank still needs the customer to answer all questions. This resulted in the following
recommendation: if the customer is well-known to the bank (>2 years on record) and the customer
requests a small loan, the customer can request the loan through a simple process rather than the
complete one. It was checked in the data if there could be found an interaction between loan size and
age of relationship on customer satisfaction, which was not found. Higher ages of relationship tended
to have lower customer satisfaction grades. When looking at a specific age of relationship, there were
often large differences in customer satisfaction between small loans (≤€25.000) and larger ones. For
example, for customers who had been with the Rabobank for five years, customer satisfaction was 5,84
for small loans and 7,42 for larger ones. Such interaction was not consistent: often there was a difference,
but the one time the larger loans were more satisfied, and the other the smaller loans were more
satisfied.
The cut-off value between ‘small’ and ‘large’ loan was also discussed. At first, €66.250 was chosen by
the researcher as this border would obviate 75% of the customers who had replied that the online
request took more effort than expected. The interviewee mentioned that risk assessment for such loans
would still need all information (additional documents, profile entrepreneur, etc.), even when the
customer was known. It was concluded to put the cut-off value on €28.000, which was the median loan
request size of the customers who replied that the online request took more effort than expected, and
which is OK for Rabobank’s risk assessment.
The interviewee also mentioned to ask for feedback within the module (instead of directly after it) to
ensure maximum feedback on the module, as in that case a customer is obliged to give a grade for the
online request. The advantage of this is that more feedback will be gathered. The disadvantage may be
that, as the giving of feedback is no longer voluntarily, relatively more non-serious feedback is given,
as there might be a group of customers who just press some grade to get it over with. It was chosen to
not incorporate this recommendation in the redesign because of doubt on its effect.
The interviewee also mentioned a problem with the recommendation to offer a chat box with the local
bank. The researcher had assumed that it would not matter if questions would be redirected to the local
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bank through chat compared with by phone. Unfortunately, the employees who take the telephone calls
(and in the redesign would answer the chat) were not able to answer the questions that came in through
the phone. In most cases, the employee on the phone would have to pass the question on to an account
manager who would answer the question. This implies that these employees will not be able to answer
questions through chat. Chat is therefore not available in the redesign (Figure 20 to Figure 22 and Figure
31 to Figure 36).
The second part of the evaluation phase were three presentations as discussed in Section 3.3. The first
presentation was held for eight stakeholders. These included change management decision makers and
business architects. The second presentation’s public were the lead business architect and a business
architect. The third presentation was held for ten higher level business decision makers. In these
presentations, the improved redesign (after the recommendations of the IT business analyst were
processed) was discussed. The main feedback was the value of the analysis results. Especially higher
management had done several assumptions on the factors that affect customer satisfaction with VBF
Online, and were satisfied that the analysis showed their assumptions were right and that the analysis
phase showed additional insights. The presentations did not yield ways to improve the redesign as the
participants agreed that the redesign should increase customer satisfaction and therefore solve the
existing problem.
Concluding, the goal of the redesign evaluation was to find possible problems with the redesign and
find improvements. The in-depth interview established several problems with the initial redesign. The
improved redesign (as shown in Section 0) got supported by the business and IT departments of the
project company as described above.
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7

Related work

The main contribution of this research is showing how process variants can be discovered and modeled
based on log data, but it also contributes to the literature in the fields of online banking and self-service
systems (Section 2.5). This chapter presents a summary of the online banking and self-service system
literature (Section 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3), how its results compare to the results of the current research (within
those sections), and a comparison of the methodologies used in the existing and current research
(Section 7.4).

7.1 Online self-service systems
Self-service channels offer benefits as improved speed of service (Childers, Carr, Peck, & Carson, 2001),
superior control of the service experience (Lee & Allaway, 2002; Shin, 2009), and access to services at
convenient times and locations (Walker, Craig-Lees, Hecker, & Francis, 2002); which ultimately increase
customer satisfaction (Bitner, 2001; Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree, & Bitner, 2000). However, self-service
systems can leave customers frustrated when the self-service system fails (Weijters, Devarajan, Tomas,
& Niels, 2007), or when customers feel that they have to do work that should be performed by the firm
(Van Birgelen, Dellaert, & De Ruyter, 2012). In the field of e-retailers, for example, the personal (face-toface) channel is superior in conveying empathy and handling exceptions (Gremler & Gwinner, 2000;
Schultze, 2003). This means this channel is best suited for relationship building and unstructured
problem solving with individuals who value personal interactions. Alternatively, the self-service
channel is better in speedy routine processing, so that it is most appropriate for standard recurrent
functions (Lui & Piccoli, 2016). It is best to allow the customer himself to select a channel to enhance
customer service (Oh, Teo, & Sambamurthy, 2012). Rabobank introduced the online self-service system
to offer service 24/7 to everywhere with an internet connection, which is appreciated according to the
positive feedback that was collected. On the other hand, however, many customer struggle and give
negative feedback. This might be as the online channel is preferred for speedy routine processing, while
the online loan request takes considerable time (Section 4.4.3.2). The fact that the module was
experienced to be impersonal matches the literature: “Such systems [self-service systems] may offer cost
saving advantages, but can pose special problems of their own inducing feelings of remoteness,
dehumanization and lack of customer friendliness” (Torrington, Hall, & Taylor, 2008, p. 797). This
matches the experiences of customers of the Rabobank.
First-time users are likely to be the ‘worst’ performers, yet the first call is critical to users’ evaluation
and decision to reuse (Robertson et al., 2016). Therefore, it may be advised to provide a demonstration
of the system for first-time customers (Stentiford & Popay, 1999), or send a follow-up email to enhance
perception of reliability (Robertson et al., 2016). Another explanation for the dissatisfactory customer
satisfaction of VBF Online is therefore that almost all users are first-time users (as the module is
relatively new and request frequency is very low), who are thus likely to be the ‘worst’ performers.
Following Stentiford and Popay (1999), doing the loan request together (bank employee and customer)
is likely to improve satisfaction.
These insights from the literature improved understanding of the as-is situation at the Rabobank, and
stressed the importance of decreasing throughput times and proposed the measure to help first-time
users in the redesign.
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7.2 Online banking
Much research has been done on consumer satisfaction and perceived service quality (as the latter is
likely to increase the former (AlSudairi, 2013)). Some researchers analyze the effect of system
characteristics (as usability etc.) on customer satisfaction, while others analyze the effect of customer
characteristics (as age etc.) on customer satisfaction. For example, Singh, Verma, and Bharti (2016) found
that, in decreasing order of importance, security/privacy, efficiency, responsiveness, reliability and site
aesthetics positively affect customer satisfaction. Though a handful of customers indeed mentioned
security or privacy in their feedback, they did not give significantly lower grades, nor were they
common in number. Recent research showed that face-to-face interaction is perceived to be fairer than
remote interactions (Sekhon, Roy, & Devlin, 2016). If fairness is critical – when the product or service
considered has high importance for the customer – the offline channel may be preferred. This might
explain the low satisfaction of the high number of customers who found the module impersonal. It is
likely that they felt not fairly treated as their data was analyzed, not the person behind it.
A different stream of research determines factors that affect online banking adoption, which is used in
this research for seeing how customers can best be seduced to the online channel. Research (Lu, Cao,
Wang, & Yang, 2011) shows that, firstly, innovativeness in new technology and relative benefit have
positive effects on users’ intention to go online. Secondly, habits that consumers form in the offline
channel have a negative effect on the intention to go online. This might explain the dissatisfaction of
long-term Rabobank customers. Thirdly, internet experience moderates the relationship between
relative benefit and consumers’ intention to transfer usage from offline to online services (with more
experience, relative benefit has a larger effect). In other words, consumers with greater exposure to the
internet know the internet better and are aware of the advantages of conduction online transactions.
Self-efficacy for change directly increases online channel choice (Yang, Lu, Zhao, & Gupta, 2011), as do
perceived ease of use (Cheng, Lam, & Yeung, 2006; Yiu, Grant, & Edgar, 2007) and perceived web
security (Cheng et al., 2006). Ease of use and usefulness have been considered to be fundamental in
determining the acceptance of various information systems in the past decades (Suh & Han, 2002).
Again, the current literature adds understanding of observed phenomena in the current project. It also
improved the redesign through stressing the importance of exposing customers to the advantages of
online transactions to tempt customers to VBF Online. The current research differs from the existing
literature as security/privacy are not the main problems encountered by Rabobank’s customers. As VBF
Online deals with the financial information of customers this is a remarkable result.

7.3 Differences in customer attributes
Some research has found differences in attributes of customers that prefer the online and/or offline
channel. Offline customers are more channel loyal than online customers (Knox, 2005). Men are more
internet-prone than women, young adults more than older ones, and high-income users more than
customers with a low income (McGoldrick & Colllins, 2007; Nimako, Gyamfi, & Wandaogou, 2013;
Siebenhandl, Schreder, Smuc, Mayr, & Nagl, 2013). Multichannel shoppers are also higher educated
(Kushwaha & Shankar, 2007). Older people mainly encounter a risk barrier for going online (Lian, 2015).
Describing the risk barrier, “all innovations, to some extent, represent uncertainty and pose potential
side effects that cannot be anticipated” (Ram & Sheth, 1989, p. 8). Young consumers consider internet
banking to be efficient for ease of use and access, but lack confidence in the security of the web sites of
internet banking (Calisir & Gumussoy, 2008). Research has also shown that customers need time to
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adapt to online self-service technologies (Gurau, 2011). Other research did not find a definitive pattern
or connection between demographic characteristics and Internet banking self-service usage (Banerjee,
2009). Younger people are indeed more internet-prone according to the data of Rabobank. Interestingly
however, there was a clean split in customer satisfaction between customers younger than 30 years old,
and 30 and older. This is interesting as it was expected that the split would lie much higher. The
Rabobank data did not show the gender differences that McGoldrick and Collins (2007) found.
Assuming that high-income users apply for the bigger loans, high-income users are indeed more
satisfied than low-income users.

7.4 Evaluation of methods
As introduced in Chapter 2, the majority of the literature in the field of online banking and self-service
systems used surveys or interviews as a data collection method, contrasting the analysis of log file and
CRM system data that was done in this project. This section analyzes the differences in method between
the existing literature and the current research. Appendix 10.5 shows the collection methods and
samples of the research that was used in this project.
7.4.1

Differences in method

There are several differences between the existing and current research. First, the majority of the
research on online banking (Hanafizadeh, Keating, & Khedmatgozar, 2014) is targeting private banking
customers, with a few exceptions such as the paper of Rotchanakitumnuai and Speece (2003). It is an
interesting research topic to see if there are differences between corporate and private customers.
Especially since the success of internet banking is largely dependent on its adoption among corporate
customers, which has received less consideration from researchers (Hanafizadeh et al., 2014). Second,
many articles are based on data of Asian markets, while there is evidence that there are cultural
influences on IT adoption (Alsajjan & Dennis, 2010). The master thesis analyzes Dutch customers and
therefore adds on geographical generalizability.
Third, the literature had a large preference for surveys: 73% of the analyzed articles used a
questionnaire 6 to ask respondents for information. Face-to-face interviews were the second most
popular method for data collection (18%). Only two of the 33 analyzed articles used available data of
information systems or self-service system. 9% of the articles combined data collection methods, all
three combining a survey with interviews. These articles combined qualitative and quantitative
methods. After a qualitative study, it is recommended to perform a quantitative study as well (Kuisma,
Laukkanen, & Hiltunen, 2007). Fourth, for the sample group, 63% of the articles used customers as
respondents; 27% were banking customers, 36% were non-banking customers. Much of the research on
multichannel service and customer satisfaction in the online channel was performed in the retail market,
hence the high percentage of non-banking customers. 30% of research was performed on students. Some
researchers justified their choice of students as sample group as students were representative for the
online banking customer group or for the online retail customer group, as both groups are younger and
higher educated (e.g. (Lu, Cao, Wang, & Yang, 2011)).

Professional researchers and the public are known to use both ‘questionnaire’ and ‘survey’ interchangeably. While
there is a difference between the two concepts (a questionnaire is a tool to be used for a survey), this research
follows that interchangeability and does not differentiate between a survey (independent of which tool was used)
and a questionnaire (specific tool). Differentiation between paper and online questionnaires is omitted as well.
6
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Fifth, as is inherent with survey and interview research, the sample size of the research was often not
large. The articles’ sample size range between fifteen and 2.341 for survey and interview research. The
articles that analyzed cold data had information on 1.819 and 532.851 customers. This hints at data as
source has an advantage over questionnaires as data can be gathered from many more customers. This
strengthens results, for example through smaller confidence intervals for found effects. In other words,
the researcher can be surer about the found correlations. A disadvantage of having a too small sample
size is the reliability of the results. Indeed, “sample size is another limitation. Therefore, findings of this
study are tentative and needs further verification” (Sadiq & Shanmugam, 2003). Studies reported
‘convenience samples’7, which might lead to criticism as sampling bias. Sixth, multiple survey articles
reported response rates around 20%, while others had much higher response rates of 65%. Low response
rates can cause non-response bias when the non-responding group differs from the responding group.
In that case, the responding group is not representing the whole population well. Multiple articles report
that they had to test for non-response bias. Process log data are available for all customers, so the data
analyst does not have to worry about non-response bias.
7.4.2

Additional advantages of current method

Besides the aforementioned advantages (data from more customers, no non-response bias), there are
several advantages of the current method. First, logging the customers’ steps online did not ask any
time investment of the customer. This is advantageous compared to surveys. For example, Shankar et
al. (2003) reported that they could not use multiple-item measures for most of their constructs due to
data collection restrictions imposed by the study’s sponsors: they did not ask because they were
restricted in how many things they could ask. In data mining, one does not need to ask for something,
therefore this problem cannot occur. Therefore data collection can be relatively easy in data mining
projects compared to survey projects. Many systems (such as Pega systems on which the Rabobank
module is built) automatically log much of user behavior. Second, in a qualitative study, a customer
could answer that the module was not satisfactory as the customer needed to spend ‘too much’ time.
Analyzing process logs means finding out how long that customer actually spent, while the customer
might not remember correctly. In other words, process mining can be used for analyzing phenomena
that are to tedious to ask the customer.
7.4.3

Disadvantages

The current method had several disadvantages as well. First, and most importantly, data do not explain
themselves: there may be a correlation, but the data do not explain why that correlation exists. Compared
to interviews in which it is possible to ask an interviewee why he feels like how he feels, it is not possible
to ask data why they are how they are. Finding a correlation does not mean that one causes the other.
To find the reason why, explanations are found through logic or asking process experts. This
disadvantage might affect the redesign when the used explanation is not the true explanation. In that
case, there is a mismatch and the redesign measure might not treat the problem effectively. Second, one
has to work with what one has. In Section 7.4.2 it was mentioned that much data is already available is
an advantage. This had a drawback as well: the researcher could only analyze the data that were already
there. Developing new logging activities takes time, and such data cannot be created for past cases. This
has affected the research as several potentially important factors (level of education of customer,
revenue of company) could not be retrieved from the database and thus could not be analyzed. Third,
Non-probability sampling technique where subjects are selected because of their convenient accessibility and
proximity to the researcher.
7
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related to having to work with what one has, there will always be errors in the (logging of) data. The
researcher has to deal with those flaws. This research dealt with this problem by omitting flawed data
(when it was obvious that data were flawed), but it might be possible that there were still flaws in the
data; this could lead to flawed results. Fourth, the drawback of having such a large dataset is that one
maybe has too many data: the researcher can lose himself in the details, focusing on all little differences
and number, while discarding the essentials. This has affected the research as the analysis phase took
more time than was scheduled.
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8

Conclusions

This concluding chapter has two main goals: it summarizes the previous chapters to give an answer to
the main research question, and provides a discussion of the research’ implications and limitations.
First, Section 8.1 answers the sub research questions (Section 1.5) to come to a concluding answer to the
main research question. The discussion in Section 8.2 covers the relevance for the literature and for
practice, covers limitations and directions for future research, and ends with a personal reflection.

8.1 Summarizing the answers to the research questions
This section answers the sub research questions (Section 1.5) and thus forms the concluding answer to
the main research question. Chapter 1 describes how the customer satisfaction of the online self-service
system for loan applications of Rabobank was dissatisfactory: the system received an average of 6,7,
while the target was 7,5 or above. Hypothesized causes were the difficulty of the module (mainly the
prognosis screen) and the lack of personalization (every customer went through the same process –
personal preferences were not taken into account). A data-driven methodology – a combination of Van
Aken’s problem solving cycle and the CRISP-DM framework (Chapter 3) – was used to come to the
following answers to the research questions.
The customer satisfaction of the online self-service system of Rabobank is affected by multiple factors.
First, several customer- and company characteristics significantly correlated with satisfaction. The age
of the customer and the age of the relationship with the bank both negatively affected customer
satisfaction. Especially for customer age a clear split was found: customers under 30 years old were
significantly more satisfied than older customers. Private segments, social status and house situation
affected customer satisfaction significantly, but no explanation was found for their respective effects on
satisfaction. No recommendations were done based on these three variables. The customer’s industry
(sector) and legal entity were also significantly correlated with satisfaction. Though these relationships
were all statistically significant, each variable only described a little bit of total variation. In following
profiling efforts (Section 4.4.2.2 and 4.4.2.3) no improvements were found. The conclusion is therefore
that the used variables – customer- and company characteristics – did not predict customer satisfaction
very well. The second line of analysis therefore addressed the process itself: which parts of the process
make the customer (dis)satisfied? A clearer answer was found: customers took much more time than
expected to finish the online request – with only half of the customers finishing the request within 24
hours – and seemed to struggle with the year figures and prognosis screens. Thirdly, the local bank had
a significant effect on customer satisfaction as well. Bank branches caused dissatisfaction when they
‘ditched’ customers online, but led to great satisfaction when they offered great help.
A redesign consisting of several process variants was recommended to increase customer satisfaction.
The redesign was modeled using the Orthogonal Variability Model (Figure 20 to Figure 22 and Figure
31 to Figure 36), and explicitly ‘resolved’ analysis results by linking the analysis’ implications to a BPR
heuristic (Reijers & Liman Mansar, 2005). This led to recommendations on shortening the online request
for easy applications, offering help to ‘older’ customers (≥30 years old), eliminating the prognosis screen,
and communicating more clearly on the time needed for the online request and system time-outs.
Through these recommendations process variability was introduced. Evaluation of the redesign led to
several improvements of the redesign (the presented figures show the final redesign).
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Concluding, the problem stated in Section 1.3 – customer satisfaction of VBF Online is too low and it is
not understood why – should be solved in this research. Firstly, the analysis phase has shown which
factors affect customer satisfaction, which answers Rabobank’s question. Secondly, the proposed
redesign was validated by Rabobank stakeholders and is expected to increase customer satisfaction,
which should solve Rabobank’s problem. Note however, that the redesign is not implemented yet, so
the problem is not solved yet – hence the choice of the words ‘should be solved’.

8.2 Discussion
This section discusses the project’s approach and contribution to the literature. Its aim is to be critical of
the used methodology, put limitations on the found results, and provides directions for future research.
8.2.1

Relevance for the scientific literature

The current research contributes to the scientific literature in several ways. The main contribution of
this research is that it combines a data-driven approach to discover process variants (whereas the
process variability literature assumes variants are known) and the use of the Orthogonal Variability
Model (Pohl et al., 2005) to model the introduced variability by those variants. To the best of knowledge
of the researcher, no previous research has explicitly combined process log data (Table 16) with user
characteristic data (Table 17) to design process variants. While other research has used separate
variability models linked to business process models (Gröner et al., 2013) for checking consistency, the
rich OVM was not used before in combination with BPM.
The current research also contributes to the scientific literature in the fields of both online banking and
self-service systems as it uses a different data source: process log data and CRM data compared to data
collected through surveys and interviews. This thesis describes the differences between the used
approaches of the existing research in these two fields and the current research, and mentions several
advantages of using this kind of data, and it is therefore concluded that data-driven methodologies can
increase the power of the research in the fields of online banking and self-service systems. A
methodology based on questionnaires and survey could potentially lead to the same analysis
implications, and therefore redesign. However, that research would need many interviewees which is
often hard (see Section 7.4), so that results can be missed. Data-driven methodologies draw strength
from the volume of the data and do not need to be specifically gathered (passive data collection).
8.2.2

Relevance for practice

As Chapter 1 introduced, the Dutch banking sector is characterized by high competition, and firms are
looking for ways to bind customers. Customer satisfaction is known to increase customer loyalty
(Gonçalves & Sampaio, 2012), and thereby firm performance. The current research has shown how to
analyze process logs combined with customer characteristics to redesign a process. The approach can
be valuable for any company, also outside of the banking industry, that wishes to increase its customers’
satisfaction. The approach also shows how to cater the process to the individual customer’s needs,
which is valuable when a firm has a personalization strategy. For Rabobank, the redesign addresses
their specific challenges with the as-is process, and helps them in understanding (rather than assuming)
what factors affect their customers’ satisfaction.
8.2.3

Limitations

The research has several limitations. First, data were analyzed to determine the factors that affect
customer satisfaction. Often, this was done through calculating correlations between certain variables
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and testing the significance of the difference between the averages of two groups. Though these
methods have yielded valuable results, it is important to note that it was hard to find causes or
explanations for phenomena. For example, the data showed that older customers were less satisfied,
but the data did not explain why this was the case. Such explanations were based on experiences of
Rabobank employees or on logic (“the most obvious explanation for this result is…”). This sensemaking was necessary, but is not necessarily the truth. This was a disadvantage of data analysis
compared to focus groups and interviews which are common in self-service system research. In
interviews and focus groups, the researcher can simply ask the customer why he is unhappy, but it is
not possible to ask the same question to data.
In other words, correlation is no causality. This research has tried to overcome this by setting three
requirements for presuming causality:
1.

There was found a significant correlation;

2.

There was (theoretical) support for why that correlation would be found;

3.

The correlating variables did not correlate with other factors (to prevent the conclusion that 𝐴
causes 𝐵, while both are caused by 𝐶).

Second, Table 8 presents the analysis’ implications. These implications were results from the analysis
phase of which it was advised to do something with them to increase customer satisfaction. For each
implication, a redesign measure was recommended (Table 11). However, there were analysis results
that were not included in the analysis’ implications. For example, it was found that the legal entity
significantly affects customer satisfaction: private companies (BV’s) were significantly more satisfied
than sole proprietorships and general partnerships (VOF’s). As sole proprietorships requested
considerably less money than private companies, the difference in customer satisfaction might be
explained by the dissatisfaction with the module for small loan requests (too much effort for a small
loan). However, private companies and general partnerships more or less requested the same loan sizes
– what did then cause the difference in customer satisfaction? That question was not answered in this
research. The same holds for other analysis results. In other words, there have been found significant
differences based on certain variables, but no redesign measure was applied to tackle it. The reason for
this is reflected by the legal entity example above: sometimes there was a significant correlation, but the
researcher could not retrieve why that correlation existed. If it was unclear why that correlation would
exist, it was certainly impossible to do valuable recommendations. What does this mean for the project?
Possibly incomplete recommendations were done as for some correlations no explanation was found.
An example of that is that for the most dissatisfied sector, agricultural, no specific measures were
recommended.
A third limitation of this research is the limited validation of the redesign as it has not been
implemented. This means that there is no real proof yet whether the redesign actually solves Rabobank’s
problem by increasing customer satisfaction. The redesign was not implemented most notably because
of time restrictions. In mitigation, the redesign has been validated (Chapter 6).
Fourth, a couple of data mining algorithms have been used to analyze the data: decision trees and Naïve
Bayes classification. This is only the tip of the iceberg of data mining. In other words, a bare minimum
of sophisticated algorithms was used to analyze the data. Section 4.4.2.3 concludes no precise profile of
the (dis)satisfied customer could be found with RapidMiner as both algorithms yielded dissatisfactory
results. However, it could be that if a more complete data mining approach was used a better profile
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would have been found. These efforts were not explained due to several circumstances, future research
(see below) can address this limitation.
8.2.4

Suggestions for further research

This section presents several suggestions for further research. First, this research used customer
satisfaction as the target value. Similar research where loan approval (when a customer indeed received
a loan) is the target value might be valuable. Ultimately, the goal of the bank (or any other business) is
to make money. The bank does so by issuing loans and earning interest. While now 65% of the customers
did not finish the online request, if these were all customers that would not have got the loan anyways,
the problem was not that big. It may be interesting to see what the differences are between customers
who do and do not get a loan, and then make sure the process sufficiently supports customers that are
likely to get the loan.
Second, as mentioned in the previous section, only a minimum of sophisticated data mining algorithms
was used in this project. It is suggested that future research improves the approach for data-driven
process discovery by exploiting the full range of data mining tools and algorithms. This might yield a
better profile of (dis)satisfied customers and therefore a better redesign for increasing customer
satisfaction.
8.2.5

Reflection

This section describes several (personal) reflections. First, there was a difference between the research
proposal and actual research in the validation of the redesign. The research proposal explained how a
focus group would be the preferred method for validation. However, in the research no focus group
was organized, but rather interviews. Writing the research proposal, the advantage of focus groups
being more creative outweighed the disadvantage of tight agendas that needed to be matched for setting
a focus group meeting. In this research, validation was done during the summer break period, making
planning of such a meeting difficult as the proposed Rabobank employees were on holiday. Therefore,
it was chosen to have an individual meeting with the most important experts (as explained in Chapter
6). This interviews was important for validation as several improvements were done based on it. This
deviation from the plan should not have affected results negatively.
Second, I needed considerable time in the beginning of the project to understand or find a way to bring
together the perspectives of practice and scientific research. This expressed itself through the multiple
changes of subject (the literature review was on Adaptive Case Management, which has had no further
role in the actual research). Reflecting on this, a next time, I would ask for help earlier and be concrete
that I did not know how to bring the perspectives together (rather than slowly moving on myself).
From the master thesis project I learned a lot – mainly on content: I have read about Adaptive Case
Management, online banking, and process variability. These are topics that I did not encounter during
my studies or did not even know about – they have proven to be interesting research. I have also learned
that I feel a burden for asking questions, either because I thought I would distract others from their
work, or because I thought it would negatively affect the grade from this project. Asking questions is
important, and could have shortened the throughput time of this project a little bit.
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10 Appendix
10.1 Loan application process
Figure 23 presents the as-is loan application process. The process is described shortly here. There are
four roles: the customer who initiates the process, requests the loan online and attends the advisory
meeting; the account manager who judges the loan request; the assistant account manager who is
responsible for several administrative tasks and providing customer support; and the Service Center
Finance (SCF) who process the request to make sure VBF Online complies with other information
systems. The orange sub process, VBF Online, is the focus of this project.

Figure 23: (Slightly simplified) End-to-End process of ZRF, ‘Request loan online’ refers to VBF Online
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10.2 List of interviewees
Stakeholders (all Rabobank employees) that were contacted for the problem mess, research proposal,
discussions during the analysis phase (‘I have found […], what do you think about that?’) and validation
(Chapter 6) are from different departments to ensure that multiple perspectives are taken into account.
The table below presents each contact person and his/her function and department.
Table 14: Overview of contact persons (through meetings)

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Function
Business architect
Business analyst
Lead business analyst, scrum master
Lead product owner
Lead business analyst
Lead business analyst
Product owner
Business change manager
Business analyst
User interface expert
Project manager management information
Customer journey analyst
Business analyst architecture
Product marketer, former communication analyst
Business analyst implementation
Developer / Pega specialist
Implementation manager, local banks
Pega application engineer (lead Pega analyst)
Business architect
Advanced data analytics expert
Business consultant of cross channel customer interaction
Functional administrator
Business analyst
Manager “MKB” Local bank
Product Manager
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Department
Business + IT
IT
IT
Business
IT
IT
IT
Business + IT
IT
UX
Business
Business
IT
Business (Marketing)
Business
IT
Business
IT
Business + IT
IT
Business
Business
Business
Local bank, Business
Business

10.3 IT landscape Rabobank ZRF (NOT PUBLIC)
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10.4 Description of available data, data collection and data preparation
Three major sources of data have been used in this project. This section describes the datasets (which
variables are in there), data collection and data preparation for each of the three datasets, see Table 15
to Table 17.
Table 15: Description of customer feedback dataset

Customer feedback data
Source
Functional Maintenance provides standard reports.
Description
For each case, the case ID, local bank code, customer satisfaction grade, remarks
and date are stored. Data are available of the period 07-05-2015 to date of retrieval,
in this case 10-05-2016. In this period, there are 3877 cases. Customers are not
obligated to provide remarks: this is the only column with missing values, namely
2.400 or 62%. This means that there are 1.477 complete logs. Cases without remarks
were valuable for linking customer satisfaction to customer- or organization
characteristics. Textual feedback analysis was done on the data from 01-12-2016 to
10-04-2016 (on this date the analysis started). In this period 1.670 cases were
submitted with a customer satisfaction grade. 682 of them have textual feedback
(40%).
Quality
VBF has been continually improved since its release in February 2014 and this has
had an effect on the process itself, but also customer experience. A process expert
has advised to disregard data from before 01-12-2015 as significant changes went
live on this date.
Selecting
 All variables were selected.
 Data from before 01-12-2015 have been disregarded.
Cleaning
Cleaning was not needed for this dataset.
Constructing
Textual feedback is hard to analyze as it is hard to group. Therefore a new column
was created – Feedback category – that summarized the customer’s textual
feedback to a category to make analysis easier.

Result

Data entries belong to one or more categories. For example, feedback as ‘I think this
is difficult and takes a long time’ categorizes to ‘Difficult’ and ‘Too much time’.
Categorization was done by hand and through the following steps: (1) summarize
each entry; (2) categorize each entry; (3) clean categories 8 ; (4) count entries per
category; (5) adjust very uncommon entries to the group ‘Other’; and (6) check the
‘Other’ category if there should be a new category. Note that the category
‘Unusable’ was used for feedback that was incomprehensible or when the customer
answered ‘none’ or similar. The categorization was validated through comparison
with a categorization a Rabobank employee had already made on a part of the data.
2.064 cases with customer satisfaction grade, 833 of which have a feedback category.

First, to make sure that the combination ‘Difficult, Too much time’ and the combination ‘Too much time, Difficult’
were categorized similarly. Second, to make sure that categories are unique: for example, the categories ‘Difficult’
and ‘Hard’ were combined in the category ‘Difficult’.
8
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Table 16: Description of customer behavior dataset

Customer behavior data
Source
IT-Ops database administrator wrote an SQL query on the database.
Description
For each event that happened in VBF (events are clicks in VBF to go to another
screen; events are independent of whether the request was finished), the cover key
(used for linking different case types belonging to the same case together), create
date (date and time of the start of an event), case ID, local bank code, quote identifier
(IT-related, not used), financing need, industry code9, CRM customer ID, task name
(linked to activities in the online module), and some other useless variables. There
are 2.923.209 logged events in the dataset.
Quality
 Due to incremental improvements of the module, all data before 01-05-2015
were not representative.
 Create time was not stored well. One create time was 22:19:80346. In this
case 80346 is the number of seconds after midnight. The correct number of
seconds should be 80346 − 3600 ⋅ 22 − 60 ⋅ 19 = 6 seconds. The correct
time is therefore 22:19:06. This has been improved for all create times.
 CRM customer ID was not stored for most events from 01-12-2015 to 21-012016. Coupling these events with customer characteristics was therefore
not possible.
Selecting
Create data, case ID, local bank code, financing need, industry code, CRM customer
ID and task name were selected. Other variables were omitted.
Cleaning
A consultant of the Advanced Data Analytics group of Rabobank has prepared the
data. Steps included:
 Discarding all other case types except ‘CR’ (CR-cases are used for customer
behavior, others for local bank behavior which was out of scope).
 Discarding irrelevant task names (Pega logs activities that are not directly
related to customer behavior, as several database events).
Constructing
 A new variable ‘Sector type’ was produced using the sector code. This new
variable combined similar activities (shop in women’s clothing and shop in
toys) to a main activity (wholesale and retail). This step was needed to
reduce the number of sectors (>1.000 to 18).
 A new variable ‘Time between steps’ was produced. This variable
indicated the duration between two successive events, implying the time
needed for that step.
Result
428.015 events with case ID, financing need, sector code, task, and create date and
time. 406.140 events have a customer ID, the rest is missing (5%).

The industry code is the so-called ‘SBI code’, or ‘Standaard Bedrijfsindeling code’. This is a Dutch standard for
referring to the main activity of a business, and is derived from the European standard NACE and the United
Nations’ ISIC (CBS, 2016).
9
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Table 17: Description of customer- and company characteristics dataset

Customer- and company characteristics
Source
Customer- and company characteristics are stored in the CRM system. A customer
insight consultant accessed the data, which were then prepared by a consultant of
the Advanced Data Analytics team.
Description
For each customer ID in the dataset ‘Customer behavior data’, customer- and
company characteristics were retrieved from the CRM system. The variables used
are case ID, maximum step (the furthest a customer has come in the online module),
task name of maximum step, customer CRM ID, financing need, sector, nationality,
date of birth, gender, private customer type (private customers are typed based on
a set of variables), start date of relationship with Rabobank, residence, local bank,
if the request was done at the primary local bank, social status, relation status, home
situation, legal form, sector, number of employees and establishment date. There is
data on 15.938 cases. There are 3.152 cases without any missing values (20%).
Quality
There are many missing values and wrong values. Wrong values include loan sizes
that are not possible within the VBF module (<€5.000, including negative ones, and
>€1.000.000). These values have been left out.
Selecting
As the point of the research was to see which factors affect customer satisfaction,
all variables were selected. The variables nationality and primary bank were left
out quickly. Both did not have a significant effect on customer satisfaction and as
they are heavily skewed (97,4% has Dutch nationality, 92,9% of requests are done
at the primary bank), it is also hard to use them in clustering etc.
Cleaning
Wrong values (see above) of loan size were left out.
Constructing
Age, relationship length and age company were constructed from date of birth,
create date and establishment date respectively.
Result
15.046 cases with at least partial information.
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10.5 Discussion of methods of literature
Table 18 shows the used way of data collection, sample group and some numbers on the sample of the
articles that were used in the preliminaries (Chapter 2) and related work (Chapter 7). It was constructed
by rereading the methodology and limitations sections of each article. The methodology section was
read for information on data collection method and sample group. The limitations section yielded more
insight on the advantages and disadvantages of the used methods – this was input for the discussion in
Section 7.4. Data collection method and sample group were noted per article. Next, overlapping groups
were combined (e.g. internet banking users and general banking customers were combined). These
results were then put in Table 18 for clear presentation.
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Table 18: Data collection in fields of online banking and self-service systems

(Gurau, 2011)
(Jun & Cai, 2001)
(Keh, Ren, Rao Hill, & Li, 2013)
(Knox, 2005)
(Kuisma, Laukkanen, & Hiltunen, 2007)
(Lee & Allaway, 2002)
(Lian, 2015)
(Lu, Cao, Wang, & Yang, 2011)
(Lui & Piccoli, 2016)
(Martins, Oliveira, & Popovic, 2014)
(McGoldrick & Colllins, 2007)
(Nimako, Gyamfi, & Wandaogou, 2013)
(Oh, Teo, & Sambamurthy, 2012)
(Okeke, Ezeh, & Ugochukwu, 2015)

Business people
(employees)

Customers from
specific
demographic

Customers from
specific industry
(non-financial)

(Internet)
banking
customers

Community

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
(Gremler & Gwinner, 2000)

Numbers

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
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Response rate

X
X

Students

Data

Focus group

Bulletin board
system data

Telephone
interview

Sample group

Sample size

(Alsajjan & Dennis, 2010)
(Al-Somali, Gholami, & Clegg, 2009)
(Banerjee, 2009)
(Childers, Carr, Peck, & Carson, 2001)
(Ding & Keh, 2016)

In-depth
interview

Data collection method

Survey /
Questionnaire

Article

618
202
31
274
75
31
21
20
150
532
300
264
1819
30
240
108
217
532.851
726
2341
200
125
258

65%
51%

40%

19%
34%

25%
65%

(Walker, Craig-Lees, Hecker, & Francis, 2002)
(Wang, Wang, Ma, & Qiu, 2010)
(Weijters, Devarajan, Tomas, & Niels, 2007)

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

6
18

1
3

1
3

1
3

6.010 of 28.147 responded (21%), of whom only 958 (12%) had used the self-service system.
Spread over 10 focus groups.
12 Only customers who had previously accepted to participation were contacted.
10
11

65

2
6

X
10
30

2
6

9
27

12
36

15
300
958

21%10

1010
593
320
150
100
100
283
5611
593
497
30
441
125

X

X

X
X
24
73

Business people
(employees)

X

X
(Yang, Lu, Zhao, & Gupta, 2011)
(Yoon & Barket Steege, 2013)
Total
Percentage of total (%)

Customers from
specific
industry (nonfinancial)
Customers from
specific
demographic

X
X

X
X

Response rate

X

Numbers

(Internet)
banking
customers

Community

Students

Data

Focus group

Bulletin board
system data

Telephone
interview

Sample group

Sample size

(Rotchanakitumnuai & Speece, 2003)
(Sadiq & Shanmugam, 2003)
(Robertson, McDonald, Leckie, &
McQuilken, 2016)
(Sekhon, Roy, & Devlin, 2016)
(Shankar, Smith, & Rangaswamy, 2003)
(Shin, 2009)
(Singh, Verma, & Bharti, 2016)
(Song, Baker, Lee, & Wetherbe, 2012)

In-depth
interview

Data collection method

Survey /
Questionnaire

Article

1
3

1
3

20%

91%12
47%

83%

10.6 Tables and figures of analysis of customer feedback of VBF Online
Table 19: Number (#) and Percentage (%) of entries per grade

Grade
#
%

1
38
2.3%

2
21
1.3%

3
47
2.8%

4
78
4.7%

5
133
8.0%

6
232
13.9%

7
513
30.7%

8
435
26.1%

9
113
6.8%

10
60
3.6%

Table 20: Grade, Number of requests (#) and Percentage of requests per day (%/day) per day

Day
Grade
#
%/day

Monday
6.75
299
18%

Tuesday
6.79
372
22%

Wednesday
6.64
328
20%

Thursday
6.82
311
19%

Friday
6.79
226
14%

Saturday
7.05
60
4%

Sunday
6.45
74
4%

Table 21: Average loan request size per feedback category

Feedback category
Amount of work does not match my need
Too much time
Unusable feedback
This is OK with help
You know this already
It is a lot of work
No typed feedback
Unclear
Difficult
All
Double
Expectation management
Impersonal
Related to uploading documents
Technicalities
Does not match my situation
Positive feedback
Other
I want to explain more
I need help
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Frequency
46
24
40
51
5
27
1250
23
92

Average loan request size
€ 60.176,09
€ 63.504,75
€ 67.293,85
€ 67.474,02
€ 69.000,00
€ 78.045,07
€ 87.679,90
€ 89.000,00
€ 89.798,20

2093

€ 93.243,05

6
28
86
38
117
107
161
86
29
13

€ 95.000,00
€ 102.931,03
€ 104.614,10
€ 106.234,21
€ 107.291,12
€ 108.587,32
€ 108.748,78
€ 132.689,87
€ 166.372,41
€ 183.461,54

216:00:00
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168:00:00
144:00:00
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Figure 24: Average time (hours:minutes:seconds) spent per screen on finished cases
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Figure 25: Average time (hours:minutes:seconds) spent per screen (< 5 hours / screen)
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0:11:31
0:10:05
0:08:38
0:07:12
Satisfied

0:05:46

Dissatisfied

0:04:19
0:02:53
0:01:26
0:00:00
0.11.11.21.31.41.51.61.71.82.12.23.13.33.43.53.63.73.84.14.34.44.54.6

Figure 26: Median time per screen for satisfied (grade >5) and dissatisfied (≤5) customers with 5 hour rule
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Figure 27: Customer satisfaction (vertical axis) against loan size in euros (horizontal axis)

Figure 28 shows the last step of a case per screen, instead of per lamella. Appendix 10.8 shows what
screens the number codes refer to. The first spike in Figure 28 corresponds with a large group of
customers (23% of all cases) that did not do anything after logging in. It is assumed that these customers
just log in to see what the module entailed, but were not serious about requesting a loan. The second
spike (8%) and the third spike (10%) correspond with the year and prognosis figures respectively. The
last spike at the right of Figure 28 corresponds with the 35% of customers that finished the request (12%
at 4.6, 24% further). Ignoring the 23% of customers that did not show activity after the opening screen
and the 35% of customers that finished the request, 69% of other unfinished requests end with the year
and prognosis figures. These results hinted at problems for customers with the year and prognosis
figures. There was no significant interaction found with customer- and company characteristics. In other
words, the customers who stop at the beginning, prognosis figures or the end of the process were more
or less the same.
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Figure 28: Final step of cases - See Appendix 10.8 for legend
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Figure 29: Median time (hours:minutes:seconds) spent per screen on finished cases
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Figure 30: Median time (hours:minutes:seconds) spent per screen (< 5 hours / screen)
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10.7 Description of feedback categories
Table 22: Description of feedback categories

Nr.
1

Category
You know this already

2
3
4
5

Impersonal
Amount of work does
not match my need
Too much time
Other

6

Technicalities

7

Does not match my
situation
Difficult
I need help
It is a lot of work
Unclear
I want to explain more

8
9
10
11
12
13

15
16

Related to uploading
documents
Expectation
management
Double
Unusable feedback

17

This is OK with help

18

Positive feedback

14

Description
The customer thinks the information that needs to be given should
be known by the bank already.
I miss the personal contact in the loan request.
The amount of work that I need to do here is not proportionate with
what I want. / This is devious (omslachtig).
It takes too much time to fill in VBF Online.
This category was used for single comments that fall outside of the
other categories.
I experienced some technical problem (most notably: being thrown
out of the system).
These questions are not relevant for my business; I cannot translate
my business to what you are asking.
It is hard/difficult to fill in VBF Online.
I need help to fulfill this process (and it was not given).
It is a lot of work to fill in VBF Online.
It is unclear for me what to do/fill in.
I want to give additional explanations but there is no space to do
that.
Any remark related to uploading documents.
It would be nice if you communicated upfront what I needed to do.
I am doing stuff twice.
This category is used for feedback that was not understood by the
author, or if the ‘feedback’ was no feedback at all (but rather a
comment of the customer on the request itself).
I can succeed to fill this in with some help of the local bank of my
accountant.
Some positive feedback on VBF Online.
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10.8 Legend for number codes VBF Screens
This appendix shows the screens of the online loan request module ‘VBF Online’. Table X shows the
names of the separate screens – in English for the reader, in Dutch for the link with the figures in
Appendix 10.9 (non-public appendix) are print screens of the module’s screens.
Table 23: Screens and number codes

Number code
0.1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
2.1
2.2
3.1
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
4.1
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
5.1, 6.1, 7.1, 8.1

Screen (NL)
Dossier aanmaken
Plan beschrijven – start
Behoefte - start
Behoefte – eind
Jaarcijfers – start
Jaarcijfers – eind
Prognose – start
Prognose – eind
Plan beschrijven – eind
Productindicatie – start
Productindicatie – eind
Gegevens aanvullen – start
Documenten uploaden – eind
Profiel onderneming – start
Profiel onderneming – eind
Privésituatie – start
Privésituatie – eind
Gegevens aanvullen – eind
Aanvraag verzenden – start
Controle – eind
Afspraak gegevens – start
Afspraak gegevens – eind
Aanvraag verzenden – eind
Afgemaakte cases, afhandeling

Screen (EN)
Create case
Describe plan – start
Need – start
Need – end
Year figures – start
Year figures – end
Prognosis – start
Prognosis – end
Describe plan – need
Product indication – start
Product indication – end
Complete data – start
Upload documents – end
Company profile – start
Company profile – end
Private situation – start
Private situation – end
Complete data – end
Send request - start
Control – end
Appointment details – start
Appointment details – end
Send request – end
Finished cases, handling

Bold screens refer to the start and end of lamellas, while the others refer to the tiles within a lamella
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10.9 VBF Screens (NOT PUBLIC)
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10.10 Contextual analysis (NOT PUBLIC)
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10.11 Concept screens for to-be situation (NOT PUBLIC)
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10.12 Individual redesign models
This section shows the individual redesign models that are part of the orthogonal variability model.
While the orthogonal variability models are shown in the report – the variability model linked to the
feature tree, and the variability model linked to the BPMN models – the individual models are shown
here for clarity purposes.

Figure 31: Variability model in the to-be situation
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Figure 32: Feature tree for the to-be situation

Figure 33: BPMN for the to-be situation - Main process
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Figure 34: BPMN for the to-be situation - Sub process 'Start online request'

Figure 35: BPMN for the to-be situation - Sub process 'Start shortened process’

Figure 36: BPMN for the to-be situation - Sub process 'Start normal process'
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10.13 Rabobank organogram
For this project, Business and IT are collaborating, this is shown in the following figures. Figure 37
shows the organogram of the business department. Note that as most departments have a Dutch name,
the translations might be a bit off. The department of focus is the department Product Management
(‘Assortimentsmanagement’), which is shown by the orange box.

Figure 37: Organogram Business department
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Figure 38: Organogram IT Netherlands

In Figure 38, again, the orange department – Finance Business (‘Financieren Bedrijven’) – is the focus. It
collaborates with Product Management to deliver ZRF. Finance Business is shown in more detail in the
next figure. Within Finance Business, ‘GNB New Delivery’ is of focus. GNB stands for ‘Geld Nodig
Bedrijven’ or ‘business in need of money’. GNB New Delivery is responsible for ZRF.
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Figure 39: Organogram Finance Business
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10.14 Risks and mitigation of student’s t-test
Table 24: Risks and mitigation of student's t-test

Drawback/Risk
A few large or small observations can
disproportionately affect the group’s average.

Mitigation
For each test, it was checked whether there were
outliers or not. Note that almost all t-tests
compared group’s customer satisfaction, which
is always between 1 and 10, so that real outliers
do not exist.
The f-test (α = 0,05) was used to determine if the
variants of both groups differ significantly. If yes,
the heteroscedastistic t-test was used; if no, the
homoscedastistic t-test was used.
Important conclusions were based on multiple
pieces of evidence, not solely on a single t-test.
Also, some theoretical explanation was also
needed.
The central limit theorem implies that upward of
20-30 observations, the average is normally
distributed. Given the large dataset, it is assumed
that all group’s data were normally distributed.
Important conclusions were based on multiple
pieces of evidence, not solely on a single t-test.
Also, some theoretical explanation was also
needed.

It is important to differentiate between
homoscedastistic and heteroscedastistic t-tests.

There may be a significant difference between the
groups, but that difference may be caused by
almost everything.
The t-test assumes that the data are normally
distributed.

For a single t-test, the probability of a type I error
equals α, in this case 5%. When doing multiple
testing, the probability of getting at least one type
I error equals 𝟏 − (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒏 , with 𝒏 the number of
tests. With 25 t-tests, the probability of getting at
least one type I error is 72%. This research
performed many t-tests.
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10.15 Percentage of online and satisfaction per bank (NOT PUBLIC)
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